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LODNav: An Interactive Visualization of the Linking Open Data Cloud 
Christopher Neal 
The emergence of the Linking Open Data Cloud (LODC) is an example of the adoption 
of Linked Data principles and the creation of a Web of Data. There is an increasing 
amount of information linked across member datasets of the LODC by means of RDF 
links, yet there is little support for a human to understand which datasets are connected to 
one another. This research presents a novel approach for understanding these 
interconnections with the publicly accessible tool LODNav – Linking Open Data 
Navigator. LODNav provides a visualization metaphor of the LODC by positioning 
member datasets of the LODC on a world map based on the geographical location of the 
dataset. This interactive tool aims to provide a dynamic up-to-date visualization of the 
LODC and allows the extraction of information about the datasets as well as their 
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With the advent of the World Wide Web, the way in which information is published and 
accessed has vastly changed. With an Internet connection one is now able to contribute 
and access a global information space [7]. People looking for information are no longer 
limited to static texts restricted to a geographic location, such as books in libraries or 
circulated newspapers. A web of information has rapidly grown by means of a network of 
hypertext links, which can be conceived as a web of documents [5]. Internet users can 
traverse this web of documents by means of a web browser and view the text within 
particular web documents. This traversal is often aided by search engines which provide 
suggested web pages for a user based on an inputted search query. The search engine 
accomplishes this task by indexing web documents and evaluating the arrangement of 
links between them [10]. This principal of connecting documents with links has provided 
a great tool for humans to access and read documents. On the other hand, using this 
approach does not allow for the connection of data itself in a machine-readable format [7] 
[33]. 
However, the idea of ‘Linked Data’ provides a solution to this problem and has recently 
begun to take shape. Linked Data is a manner in which data within a dataset is described 
using a particular standardized format, known as RDF (Resource Description 
Framework), which can then be connected with other datasets within the same format [5]. 
The result is a graph-based structure of data. With connections in place between datasets 
data can now be retrieved using a query as if it were a single source [7].  At present, the 
most noticeable implementation of the principles behind Linked Data has been the 
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‘Linking Open Data Project’ [7]. This community driven effort, founded in 2007, has the 
goal of extending the capabilities of the Web by means of using the concept of ‘Linked 
Data’. That is, by making various open datasets available as RDF data, these datasets can 
now be connected due to their common representation format. Information no longer 
needs to be held in distinct “silos” rather it can form a Web of Data [2]. When a similar 
concept is present in another dataset links can be established between these datasets. 
More explicitly, RDF links can be made in this manner between items from disparate 
data sources [43].  See Figure 1-1 for an overview of this process. 
 
 






Over time the amount of connected datasets as part of the Linking Open Data Project has 
steadily increased:  
 
Table 1-1 : LOD datasets by year 
As of September 2011 the Linking Open Data Project consisted of 295 connected 
datasets, which further increased to 332 datasets by October 2012 and 337 connected 
datasets as of October 2013 [43]. The Linking Open Data Project provides the following 
diagram seen in Figure 1-2 for illustrating how its member datasets are connected (for a 
larger view consult the webpage
1
). 
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Figure 1-2 : Linking Open Data Cloud diagram [50] 
 
Although the number of connected datasets continues to grow, implying a richer degree 
of data available for use, there are some fundamental limitations with this visual 
representation when it comes time to actually trying to understand the presented data.   
Some of the problems associated with this visualization include: 
 The graph representation used to visualize the size and interconnectivity of nodes 
in the LOD is manually hand curated, resulting in very few graph updates and 
therefore being often outdated. At the time of writing, the graph visualization has 
been last updated on 2011-09-19. 
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 It is difficult to see which datasets are connected, since only the complete graph is 
shown without a filtering option. 
 Given the static nature of the graph, no information is included mentioning which 
datasets are currently ‘on-line’ in order to be queried. 
Another limitation of using the datasets within the Linking Open Data Project is that the 
project lacks a comprehensive and up-to-date list of the member datasets with their 
respective meta-data, reflecting the status of these datasets (e.g. actual size, availability of 
the datasets). 
As a result, the main goal of the research presented here is to provide a visualization tool 
for improved interaction with the datasets, which comprise the Linking Open Data Cloud 
(LODC), allowing for a better understanding how these datasets are interconnected while 
providing additional insights about the link types and the status of these datasets. 
1.1 Contributions 
The motivation of this research is to provide a novel visualization approach to improve 
the navigation and understanding of the Linking Open Data (LOD) member datasets and 
their interconnections. The research introduces a tool called ‘LODNav – Linking Open 
Data Navigator’ and is accessible via its webpage2. LODNav provides an interface for a 
human user to view the Linking Open Data Cloud datasets. Additionally, human users 
can use the provided functionality for interacting with the presented information and 
extract facts as RDF data. Figure 1-3 provides an overview of the complete approach. 
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Figure 1-3 : Overview of LODNav features 
 
The main contributions of LODNav include: 
 a visualization of the LOD Cloud by providing a geographical visualizing of the 
member datasets using their geographical position and map visualization 
metaphor 




 provides various methods for filtering and viewing datasets depending on 
different configuration settings 
 LODNav offers an interface for extracting RDF data describing the datasets and 
the relationships between them. 
1.2 Thesis Outline 
This remainder of this document will comprise of the following sections. Chapter 2 
presents a more in-depth look at the motivation and objects of this research. A 
background of the supporting technologies is described in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4 the 
tool LODNav is explained in greater depth, followed by use cases demonstrating the 
tool’s utility in Chapter 5. A discussion is presented in Chapter 6 with mention of the 








2. Motivation, Questions, & Objective 
2.1 Motivation 
Increasingly, organizations and individuals are embracing the concept of Linked Data as 
a method for distributing knowledge and embedding it in the Web [52] [33]. As a result 
we can refer to this as a Web of Data as part of a Giant Global Graph [7] [22]. The 
Linking Open Data (LOD) Project was introduced in 2007 as a grassroots effort to 
bootstrap the Web of Data [33]. This project encourages anyone to convert openly 
available datasets to RDF data, according to Linked Data principles, then publish and link 
these datasets to the Web of Data as part of the Linking Open Data Cloud (LODC) [33]. 
The LODC covers a large variety of themes including geography, people, companies, 
books, scientific publications, films, music, television, radio, genes, proteins, drugs, 
clinical trials, statistical data, census results, online communities, reviews, and source 
code facts [33][39].  
The Web of Data on the LODC has the following properties [33]: 
 Data can be published by anyone. 
 Any kind of data can be published since the Web of Data is generic. 
 Disagreeing and contradictory information about an entity can be represented. 
 There are no fixed vocabularies in which to represent data.  
 By connecting entities with RDF links, the data graph spans all connected data 
sources allowing the possibility of discovering other data sources at run-time. 
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 The contained data is self-describing. 
 The standardized data access mechanism is HTTP and the standardized data 
model is RDF. This allows for simplified data access not relying on assorted data 
models or access interfaces. 
While this infrastructure provides the theoretical backbone for the Web of Data, for 
somebody interested in utilizing or contributing to this network of information there 
exists some challenges, mainly, (1) determining where datasets are geographically 
located and discovering where centres of expertise are emerging in the world, (2) the 
ability to determine which datasets are linked, and (3) obtaining meta-data about the 
datasets, which is useful to determine the importance and relevance of a particular 
dataset. This meta-data being information such as the dataset’s: 
 Website URL 
 SPARQL endpoint 
 current state of the SPARQL endpoint (‘online’ or ‘offline’) 
 the availability of the SPARQL endpoint over the last 24 hours 
 number of data assertions 
 number of links to other datasets 
 data license 
 description 
 location 
Contributing towards the LOD requires that any new dataset can be linked to another 
dataset that is already part of the LODC. However, the LOD portal does not currently 
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provide any support to (dynamically) visualize existing node dependencies (links), which 
complicates the integration of new nodes within the current LOD scope. Additionally for 
an individual trying to create an application, which uses information within the LODC it 
is difficult to determine which datasets can be used for a particular application context. 
Furthermore, since the linking of data is a relatively new endeavour, it would be useful to 
see throughout the globe where these concepts are presently being adopted in order to 
seek individuals/groups that have expertise in this domain. 
The research presented in this thesis introduces LODNav, a tool for better understanding 
the current state of the LODC. The tool makes use of different metaphors to represent the 
structural information of the LODC. This visualization tool provides a succinct 
representation of the entire LODC structure and meta-information in one source. The 
underlying feature is that the datasets of the LODC are displayed as nodes on a 
geographical map referencing where the dataset is located. As a result clusters or nodes 
emerge around locations that have begun the initial adoption of Linked Open Principles. 
In support of this, meta-information is displayed to include the current state of the 
SPARQL endpoint for the datasets being displayed (whether they are ‘online’ or 
‘offline’) as well as a visual depiction demonstrating which datasets are linked to one 
another. Additionally, meta-data describing the datasets is also available. This 
information can be extracted and exported by the user as RDF data. 
A key motivation for this approach is to provide an entry point for parties, who wish to 
reuse or contribute to the LODC. LODNav aims to provide a novel geographic 
perspective of the LODC, for better understanding of the current state of the Linking 
Open Data Project. This can guide users in aligning their own datasets within this global 
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graph of information, help them to improve the use of information captured within the 
LODC, or discover geographic centres of Linked Data expertise. With a better 
understanding of how the projects are interconnected and where they are located, the 
barrier for contributing and reusing data on the LODC may be reduced. Ultimately, this 
may lead to a larger adoption of the Linking Open Data paradigm while fostering a 
continued growth and use of the Web of Data. 
2.2 Goals and Requirements 
The main goal of this research is to provide a novel visualization approach of the LODC. 
The visualization approach proposed by LODNav uses a geographic metaphor which 
displays the datasets of the LODC at the location where the dataset is located with the 
purpose to see where centres of expertise in Linking Open Data are emerging. 
Requirement #1: Visualizing centres of expertise in Linking Open Data 
The adoption of Linked Data is a collaborative community-based effort which requires 
the linking datasets from various different groups. The principles of Linked Data are 
presently not being adopted uniformly across the globe and certain geographic regions 
have laid some of the initial groundwork. By understanding where datasets of the LODC 
are located, interested parties can understand where centres of expertise are emerging and 






Requirement #2: Displaying an overview of all the datasets of the LODC and their 
respective links 
In order for a visualization of the LODC to be complete an entire overview of all the 
datasets must be presented in a single view to the user.  
Requirement #3: Filtering mechanisms to provide different views of the data held 
within the visualization 
Capabilities must be provided in order to provide filtering of the presented data in order 
to focus on particular regions of interest in the data. 
Requirement #4: Exporting the data held within the LODC visualization 
In order to reuse the presented information there must be a manner to extract the 
information held within the LODC visualization. Additionally, there is presently a lack of 
support for a data dump of the information held within LODC by other tools which 
provides users with an overview of the datasets and their interconnections. 
2.3 Research Questions 
When constructing the tool LODNav several research questions were considered, which 
were derived from limitations of the current status of the LODC (see Motivation section).  
Main Research Question 
RQ1: What is a novel visualization approach for viewing the datasets of the Linking 
Open Data Cloud in order to see the regions of the adoption of Linked Open Data 





Given a particular visualization approach of the Linking Open Data Cloud: 
RQ2.1: can the meta-data and some additional status information associated with 
each dataset be visualized? 
RQ2.2: can a different approach be introduced for visualizing the datasets and their 
links? 
RQ2.3: can support for extracting the information describing the datasets and their 
links be provided? 
 
2.4 Objective 
The research is driven by the fact that visualizing the LODC can benefit various 
stakeholders. The objective of this research is to create a visualization tool, accessible to 
the public, visualizing the dataset interconnections of the Linking Open Data Project, but 
also taking advantage of available meta-information to improve the information content 
being visualized (e.g., use of geographical, size, and linking information). By taking into 
account the geographic location of datasets, there is the possibility to see where the 
adoption of Linked Open Data is taking place, in order to provide insights as to where to 




3. Background  
This chapter provides an overview of related technologies and work that form the basis of 
this research. The topics included in this background section are: Semantic Web 
Technologies, Linked Data, and some example datasets from the Linking Open Data 
Project. 
3.1 Semantic Web Technologies 
This section introduces the concept of the ‘Semantic Web’ in which the idea of ‘Linked 
Data’ is built upon. The technologies at the heart of the Semantic Web allow for shared 
data to be published, linked, queried, and reasoned upon. 
3.1.1 The Semantic Web 
The term ‘Semantic Web’ was originally conceived by Tim-Berners Lee, inventor of the 
World Wide Web. This term is used to describe an interlinked ‘Web of Data’ which can 
be traversed and reasoned upon by machines [68] [4]. The data held within the Web of 
Data will also contain Semantic information describing itself.  
The main idea of the ‘Semantic Web’ is to provide a framework which enables data, 
described using the Resource Description Framework (RDF), to be shared and reused 
[67]. This sharing and reutilization of data should occur across community boundaries 
and not be limited to particular applications [67]. The reason for promoting the adoption 
of RDF as a common data format on the Web has been developed in hopes to evolve the 
current document-centric web paradigm into a ‘Web of Data’ [67].  
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The organization leading the collaborative effort of furthering the Semantic Web is The 
World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). The W3C is an international community which 
develops standards for the Web in hopes to allow the Web to meet its maximum potential 
[59]. 
3.1.2 RDF  
The core facility of the Semantic Web is that all data be described in RDF format. Once 
data is in the same format (RDF), different datasets can be linked when identical concepts 
are represented amongst the datasets. This section will describe what RDF data is and 
how it can be used to create a Web of Data. 
This framework is a set of W3C specifications initially proposed in 1999 [9] and 
officially published in 2004 [66]. This list of W3C standards continues to evolve. At the 
time of writing the most current accepted standard dates at 2013-10-29 [63]. 
RDF is a language intended for representing information that can be identified as 
resources in the World Wide Web [64]. RDF is intended to be used when information 
about these resources requires to be handled by an application/machine instead of a 
human [64]. 
An RDF statement is represented as a triple [33]. A triple consists of three parts; a 
subject, predicate, and object. The predicate is a piece of information that describes the 
relationship between the subject and the object. Thus RDF statements can be 





Figure 3-1 : RDF Model 
When using RDF all the resources and their relationships are identified using a unique 
Web-based identifier called a ‘Uniform Resource Identifier’ (URI) [64]. For now 
consider a URI as a key to represent something (more information on URIs will appear 
later). 
There are two main types of RDF statements; Literal Triples and RDF Links [33]. In both 
cases the subject is a URI which describes a resource. The predicate is also always a URI 
in both cases and it describes the relationship between the subject and object. 
In the case of a Literal Triple the object is a literal value (i.e. a string, integer, date, etc.) 
which describes something about the subject.  In the case of an RDF Link the object is a 
URI of another resource which has some sort of relation to the subject.  
To illustrate these concepts an example is given below. Table 3-1 shows a set of RDF 







Subject Predicate Object 
<http://example.com/Professor1> <http://example.com/hasName> <Prof Smith>. 
<http://example.com/Professor1> <http://example.com/teaches> <http://example.com/Student1>. 
<http://example.com/Professor1> <http://example.com/teaches> <http://example.com/Student2>. 
<http://example.com/Student1> <http://example.com/hasName> <Susan>. 
<http://example.com/Student2> <http://example.com/hasName> <Ahmed>. 
<http://example.com/Student1> <http://example.com/hasGpa> <4.0>. 
<http://example.com/Student2> <http://example.com/hasGpa> <3.0>. 
<http://example.com/Professor1> <http://example.com/teachesAt> <http://example.com/University1>. 
<http://example.com/Student1> <http://example.com/attendsClassAt> <http://example.com/University1>. 
<http://example.com/Student2> <http://example.com/attendsClassAt> <http://example.com/University1>. 








3.1.3 Ontologies and the Semantic Web 
As discussed in the previous section, describing relationships between information with 
RDF has certain benefits. However, to offer more richness to information described with 
RDF it is useful to have standardized vocabularies for particular domains. To achieve this 
with RDF, for information on the Semantic Web, ontologies are used [55]. 
Ontologies can be thought as being formal specifications for shared concepts [31]. 
Ontologies can be built by using the RDF language to help enhance how data is stored as 
RDF triples. By using ontologies concepts held within RDF data can be denoted with 
additional type, property, and relationship information. 
With the introduction of ontologies, the URI naming scheme can also be more explicitly 
described. The following is an example URI with its distinct sections highlighted: 
 http://www.example.com/exampleOntology#exampleObject 
1. http://www.example.com – The HTTP portion describing who created the RDF 
assertion. Additionally, since ideally RDF data should be made accessible on the 
Web, this part of the URI serves as providing a method for getting this 
information from a location on the Web. 
2. exampleOntology – This portion mentions which ontology is being used to 
describe the object. 
3. exampleObject – The object/resource which is being used. 




The HTTP portion is often removed to save space and the ‘#’ character is replaced with 
the ‘:’ character. 
Ontologies can be created by anyone and can be extremely specialized for particular 
fields or tasks. In order to describe ontologies and how they interact with one another the 
languages RDFS and OWL are used [33]. 
3.1.4 RDFS – RDF Schema 
The Resource Description Framework Schema (RDFS) is a W3C standard, initially 
published in 1998 with its final recommendation published in 2004 [74] [65]. RDFS 
extends RDF by providing the ability to define application-specific classes and properties 
[33]. This is done with its two basic classes; rdfs:Class (class of resources which are RDF  
classes) and rdfs:Property (class of all RDF properties) [33].  
Other constructs also exist in RDFS. For annotating resources rdfs:label and 
rdfs:comment are used to help provide human-readable information about a resource. To 
describe relationships between classes and properties the following can be used; 
rdfs:subClassOf, rdfs:subPropertyOf, rdfs:domain, and rdfs:range [33]. 
RDFS introduces a more distinct separation between the two main types of elements 
found within an ontology; the t-box and the a-box. The t-box is the information 
describing the domain concepts and relationships. The a-box is comprised of the tangible 
individuals that are asserted within the data. To describe this in Object-Oriented 
programming terms; the t-box can be considered as being the set of Classes, while the a-
box can be considered the set of asserted Objects of those classes. 
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These triple statements can be more succinctly represented using the prefix command as 
follows: 
@prefix rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>. 
@prefix rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>. 
@prefix foods: <http://www.example.com/foods#>. 
 
foods:food rdf:type rdfs:Class. 
foods:apple rdf:type rdfs:Class. 
foods:apple rdfs:subClassOf foods:food. 
 
In this example we see that the resource apple is a subclass of the class food. 
 
 
3.1.5 OWL - Web Ontology Language 
The Web Ontology Language (OWL) is a Semantic Web language with increased 
modeling primitives which enhances the expressivity seen in RDFS [70] [33]. OWL 
became a W3C recommendation in 2004 and was revised in 2009 as OWL2 [70]. 
Currently, OWL is the most popular language for ontology creation [74]. 
The goal of OWL is the same as that of RDFS; defining ontologies which include classes, 
properties, and their relationships for particular application domains as RDF data [74]. 
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However, OWL can model more complex relationships and as a result applications can 
be built with enhanced reasoning capabilities [74]. 
One of the key features of OWL in terms of Linked Data is its ability to create links 
between RDF resources in separate datasets [33]. There are many modeling primitives for 
doing so, however the most evident is the primitive owl:sameAs. This statement can be 
used to state that two distinct URIs refer to the same resource [60]. When a link is in 
place between URIs a machine is able to traverse the link and extract richer information 
about that resource. For an example of this consult Figure 3-3. 
 
Figure 3-3 : Example of linking URIs with owl:sameAs 
In Figure 3-3 we see that employee543 is the same individual as AbbyLopez. If an 
application using the Employee Dataset was compiling information about 
employee543 it could also use any information connected to AbbyLopez in the 
Person Dataset. Although this is an extremely simple example, it shows how an 




3.1.6 SPARQL – SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language 
SPARQL is an RDF query language and a protocol for accessing RDF data over the 
Semantic Web [74]. SPARQL 1.0 became a W3C standard in 2008 and has been revised 
to SPARQL 1.1 in 2013 [62]. 
SPARQL 1.0 provided four different forms of query [74];  
 SELECT – Extracts raw data for a given query. 
 CONSTRUCT – Extracts a valid RDF structure for a given query. 
 ASK – Returns a True/False result for a given query. 
 DESCRIBE – Extracts RDF from a source, however the content of the graph is 
the decision of the query processor, not the actual query. This is used when the 
query performer does not know much about the data graph and needs more 
information. 
SPARQL 1.1 included the ability to modify the RDF data inside a data source. This 
includes addition/removal of triples and the creation/deletion of graphs [61]. 
 INSERT DATA – Adds triples into an RDF graph. Creates a graph if the graph 
doesn’t already exist. 
 DELETE DATA – Removes triples from an RDF graph. 
It is out of the scope of this thesis to provide a detailed explanation of SPARQL syntax, 
however an example query is provided below. The following SELECT query finds 
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airports within 50 miles of London [25]. Note that in SPARQL the ‘#’ character is used 
to comment out a line of code. 
# Find airports near London 
# List of prefixes 
PREFIX geo-pos: <http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#> 
PREFIX omgeo: <http://www.ontotext.com/owlim/geo#> 
PREFIX dbpedia: <http://dbpedia.org/resource/> 
PREFIX dbp-ont: <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/> 
PREFIX ff: <http://factforge.net/> 
PREFIX om: <http://www.ontotext.com/owlim/> 
 
# Result description 
SELECT distinct ?airport ?label ?RR 
 
# Query pattern 
WHERE { 
        dbpedia:London geo-pos:lat ?latBase ; 
                       geo-pos:long ?longBase . 
        ?airport omgeo:nearby(?latBase ?longBase "50mi"); 
                 a dbp-ont:Airport ; 
                 ff:preferredLabel ?label ; 
                 om:hasRDFRank ?RR . 
}  
 
# Query modifier 
ORDER BY DESC(?RR)  
 
SPARQL is necessary for querying RDF graphs from a data source. There are three types 
of data sources that can be queried; RDF files, Triple Stores, and SPARQL endpoints. 
 RDF file – A file containing RDF can be loaded by an application into its 
corresponding graph and be queried against. RDF can be held in several different 
file formats (i.e. .rdf, .xml, .nt, .owl, .ttl). 
 Triple Store – A specialized database used for the storing and retrieving of RDF 
statements. Every record in the database must follow the triple format of subject-
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predicate-object. This is in contrast to a Relational Database System with 
modifiable tables and schemas. A triple store can also be referred to as a ‘RDF 
Data Store’ as well as a ‘RDF Database’ [74]. 
 SPARQL Endpoint – A web service interface for human or machine users to 
provide SPARQL queries and receive results. SPARQL endpoints are important 
for furthering the discussion of Linked Data because they are the means in which 
open datasets are made available for public consumption [69]. 
3.2 Linked Data  
The previous section introduced RDF data being a core aspect of the Semantic Web 
technologies with RDF being the initial building block on which the ideas of Ontologies, 
RDFS, OWL, and SPARQL are all built upon. 
In what follows, a more detailed review of the concepts of Linked Data will be presented, 
including coverage of the basic rules for linking data and an example of linked data use 
from the Linking Open Data Project. 
3.2.1 Linking Data Principles 
The term Linked Data describes data that is published on the Web in such a way that the 
data is machine-readable, the meaning behind the data must be explicitly defined, the 
data must contain links to externally located datasets, and the data must in turn be open in 
so that it can be linked to/from other datasets [7]. 
This concept of Linked Data was proposed initially by Tim-Berners Lee in 2006 as part 
of a Web architecture note he made available, entitled ‘Linked Data’ [71] [33] [74]. He 
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introduces the following principles one should follow when publishing and linking 
Linked Data on the Web. These principles are: 
1. Use URIs as names for things. 
2. Use HTTP URIs, so that people can look up those names. 
3. When someone looks up a URI, provide useful information, using the standards 
(RDF, SPARQL). 
4. Include links to other URIs so that they can discover more things. 
Each of these four principles will be reviewed in more detail to illustrate their 
significance to Linked Data. 
1) Use URIs as names for things 
In order for something to be represented or published on the web it must have a unique 
identifier. This first principle promotes the idea that anything can be a resource with a 
URI, not just Web documents or digital content [33]. URIs can be used to represent 
things such as people, locations, food, films, colours, and even more significantly, the 
relationships between resources. A resource can be considered as a thing of interest 
which is a URI. With relationship information between resources being described as 
URIs, networks of information can be created. This principle enhances the scope of what 
the Web encompasses from an interconnecting network of digital content to something 




2) Use HTTP URIs, so that people can look up those names 
A description of using URIs within RDF was given in Section 3.1, however it was not 
explained why these URIs should begin with ‘http://’. That will be explained in this 
section here. The idea is that a URI representing Linked Data should be dereferenceable 
over the Web. That is, it can be looked up by HTTP clients using the HTTP protocol [33]. 
By using HTTP URIs this is all made possible. There are many different URI schemes for 
different applications, but for Linked data HTTP URIs are used. 
HTTP URIs serve another advantage when naming Linked Data resources. It allows for a 
decentralized manner for naming things since every owner of a domain name can create 
new URI with their particular domain [33]. 
3) When someone looks up a URI, provide useful information, using the standards 
(RDF, SPARQL) 
To allow a generalized method for accessing resources on the Web to be used by a broad 
range of applications, it is paramount that there is an agreed standard. With the adoption 
of HTML as a standardized format for representing documents on the Web, the Web was 
enabled to become the scale that it is [33]. Similarly for Linked Data, by using RDF as 
the standardized format, the scope of the information held within Linked Data can be 
scaled up significantly. The advantage of RDF is that it provides a simple data model that 
works specifically within the architecture of the Web [33]. RDF data has the ability to 





4) Include links to other URIs so that they can discover more things 
This principal states the significance of creating RDF links to other RDF data sources 
contained on the Web. Links with the context of Linked Data have type information 
associated with them and allows for the description of relationships between concepts. 
When RDF links are in place between resources a machine can traverse these links and 
discover richer information about concepts. This allows for a semantically rich Web of 
Data to emerge that is machine-readable. 
3.2.2 Linking Open Data Project (LOD) 
Linked Data is the idea of connecting information by following the principles which were 
described in Section 3.1.1. Currently the most visible implementation of these principles 
is the ‘Linking Open Data Project’ [7]. This project is a community driven effort, 
founded in 2007 and is supported by the ‘W3C Semantic Web Education and Outreach 
Group’ [6]. The purpose of this project is to extend the Web by providing a data 
commons space [43]. This is accomplished by publishing different open data sets in RDF 
format and then creating RDF links between data items describing similar concepts 
between the different data sources [43]. 










Figure 3-4 : Linking Open Data Cloud diagram [50] 
A total of 295 open datasets have been interlinked as part of the LODC (as of September 
2011 [43]), containing roughly 31 billion RDF triples and 504 million RDF Links [43]. 
Each dataset provides a SPARQL endpoint for extracting RDF information of HTTP. 
While it is apparent that the LODC captures a large amount of data, it is not clear how 
useful this information may actually be. Research by [11] has illustrated the difficulties 
when working with the LODC. The work mentions the following limitations associated 
with the Linking Open Data Cloud project related to the discoverability, interoperability, 
efficiency, and availability of the data [11]: 
 Discoverability – About one-third of the endpoints provide descriptive meta-data 
which severely limits the ability to discover and reuse the data. 
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 Interoperability – There is inconsistent support for certain SPARQL commands 
(i.e ORDER BY) and the adoption of SPARQL 1.1, making it difficult to access 
this data in a reliable manner. 
 Efficiency – The performance of the endpoints vary greatly for generic queries by 
up to 3-4 orders of magnitude. 
 Availability – Based on an experiment of 27 months it was found that only 32.2% 
of the datasets had monthly up-times of 99-100%. 
While the Linking Open Data Project has its limitations, the fact remains that this 
initiative has managed to link a large amount of data using RDF technology spanning a 
large variety of domains. In the upcoming section (Section 3.3) some of the datasets 
which comprise this Web of Data will be examined more closely. 
3.3 Linking Open Data Project Datasets 
In this section we take a closer look at how datasets can be integrated in the Linking 
Open Data Project, as well as a description of a couple of the linked datasets and their 
role within the Web of Data. 
The datasets present in the Linking Open Data Project should be open data. That is, they 
should be freely available to use without any copyright restriction or other forms of 
control. However, [50] notes that not all data the data publishers explicitly describe the 
license with their data.  
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3.3.1 Linking to the Linking Open Data Project 
In order for a project to be part of the Linking Open Data Project Web of Data certain 
criteria must be met. The following points are taken from [50]: 
 The URIs must be resolvable over http:// (or https://) 
 They must resolve, with or without content negotiation, to RDF data in one of the 
popular RDF formats (RDFa, RDF/XML, Turtle, N-Triples) 
 The dataset must contain at least 1000 triples. 
 The dataset must be connected via RDF links to a dataset that is already in the 
diagram. A dataset must use URIs from another dataset, or vice versa. The 
minimum required number of links is arbitrarily set at 50. 
 The entire dataset must be accessible by means of either RDF crawling, an RDF 
dump, or through a SPARQL endpoint. 
If these criteria are not met, then a dataset cannot be officially become part of the Linking 
Open Data Cloud Project. 
3.3.2 DBpedia 
Wikipedia is the largest online encyclopedia containing over 3.1 million articles [74]. 
These articles are created and maintained by authors across the globe using a wiki format. 
This provides a great wealth of information however; it is text based and is not machine-
readable. The DBpedia project was initially founded by researchers from University of 
Leipzig, Freie Universität Berlin, and OpenLink Software; the initial release of the 
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dataset occurred in January 2007 [74]. At the time of writing the most current version of 
DBpedia is DBpedia 3.9 released in September 2013 [20]. The English version contains 
descriptions of 4.0 million “things” with 471 million “facts” [21]. In total the full 
DBpedia dataset has information in 120 different languages describing 12.6 million 
“things” and contains 2.46 billion RDF triples [21]. There exists 45 million RDF links to 
external RDF datasets [21]. 
Since most of the data in Wikipedia is in unstructured free text, the DBPedia project 
extracts information contained in the infoboxes of Wikipedia pages (generally located on 
the right side of a Wikipedia article). This information follows a structure which can be 
converted into RDF. See Figure 3-5 below for an example infobox from Wikipedia for 
the municipality of Innsbruck, Austria [21]. The DBPedia project team created and made 
the DBpedia ontology publicly available. The ontology is a mapping of the structured 
information contained in the structured infoboxes to classes and properties for the classes. 
 
Figure 3-5 : Example of a Wikipedia infobox and its structured data 
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The DBpedia project works to extract much of the information contained in these articles 
and turns it into RDF data [1]. DBpedia is a crowd-sourced community initiative which 
extracts information from Wikipedia and makes this information accessible on the Web 
[1] [19].  DBpedia has become a core dataset within the Linking Open Data Project, with 
185 nodes linking to DBPedia (other nodes linking to DBPedia) as well as containing 
links being instantiated from DBPedia to 30 other dataset nodes in the LOD (outgoing 
links). From the Linking Open Data Project Cloud Diagram in Figure 3-4 it can be noted 
that DBPedia is the central node and has a large number interconnecting links.  
Accessing DBpedia content 
DBpedia data can be accessed via three different methods: Linked Data, a SPARQL 
Endpoint, and downloadable RDF dumps [21]. 
1) Linked Data: 
The data within DBpedia is linked to other external datasets of the Linking Open Data 
Project. This is the access method most pertinent to this thesis. An example of such links 
can be shown for the municipality of Busan, South Korea below: 
<http://dbpedia.org/resource/Busan> owl:sameAs <http://sws.geonames.org/1838524/> . 
This link connects the DBpedia URI for Busan with the Geonames URI for the same city 
[1]. An application agent can then traverse this link and retrieve additional information 





2) SPARQL Endpoint: 
DBpedia provides a SPARQL endpoint at http://dbpedia.org/sparql, which 
client-applications can use to send SPARQL queries to retrieve data from DBPedia. This 
type of access is appropriate when a client application developer has prior knowledge of 
what information they wish to retrieve [1]. In order to protect the SPARQL endpoint 
service from being overloaded with processes there is a limit in place to the amount of 
information which can be retrieved for a given query [1]. The Virtuoso Universal Server 
is used to host this SPARQL endpoint [1]. 
3) RDF Dumps 
For organizations interested in using larger RDF graphs than which can be retrieved with 
the previous two methods or to download a complete dataset, N-Triple serializations can 
be used for downloading the complete dataset from the DBpedia website [1]. 
3.3.3 SECOLD 
SECOLD is an abbreviation for Source code ECOsystem Linked Data and is another 
member dataset of the Linking Open Data Project Cloud. SECOLD is the first online 
Linked Data repository of RDF triples containing facts about open source software 
development projects [54] [39]. The creation of SECOLD is part of the research 
conducted by the Ambient Software Evolution Group at Concordia University in 
Montreal, Canada. The first version of SECOLD was published in January 2011 and the 
current version, SECOLD 2.0, was published in May 2012 [54]. 
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SECOLD contains 1.5 billion RDF triples extracted from crawling 18,000 open source 
Java projects from different internet sources [40]. These Java projects were taken from 
open source project repositories located on SourceForge and Apache.  
SECOLD is a member of the Linking Open Data Project and has RDF links to the 
datasets DBpedia, OpenCyc, and Freebase. These RDF connections in the Linking Open 
Data cloud can be seen below in Figure 3-6. 
 
Figure 3-6 : SECOLD on the Linking Open Data Cloud [40] 
The information extracted from the crawled Java projects includes; source code, 
bug/issue tracker information, and versioning systems. All the extracted information is 
converted into RDF and is interlinked [54]. In order to publish information as RDF a 
common vocabulary (ontology) must be used along with the generation of unique 
identifiers. This was done by the SECOLD project by creating a family of vocabularies 
called SECON – Source code Ecosystem ONtology family [39]. Within this family are 
the ontologies SOCON and VERON. SOCON – Source Code Ontology Model – is used 
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for publishing RDF facts extracted from source code. VERON – Versioning Ontology 
Model – is used for publishing RDF facts extracted from version control information. 
The purpose of creating this dataset is to provide a resource for the Software Engineering 
community to perform research upon and to have a standardized representation of source 
code facts [39]. An example of research which has been conducted on this dataset has 
worked towards detecting clones of source code across all the projects within SECOLD 
[40]. 
3.4 Summary 
The chapter provides a background on the underlying principles which the research was 
built upon. What this research offers is a new metaphor for visualizing and interacting 
with the Linking Open Data Project Cloud of datasets. Since the Linking Open Data 
Project is an interconnected Web of RDF data this section began by explaining the 
technologies of the Semantic Web which are used to create Linked Data. Subsequently 
this section provided the principles of creating Linked Data. This went on to explain that 
the Linking Open Data Project is an example of Linked Data and described the 
characteristics of the project. To conclude, this section highlighted two example datasets 
which comprise the Linking Open Data Project. These examples illustrate the type of 
information contained within the network of Linked Data and how this information can 





4. LODNav:  Interacting with the Linking Open Data Cloud 
In this chapter, the tool LODNav is presented. This chapter will first specify what 
LODNav is in Section 4.1. Section 4.2 goes on to explain the architecture of LODNav’s 
two main elements; (1) the extraction of information about the LOD datasets and (2) the 
visualization using the Google Maps API. The chapter then proceeds to illustrate what 
LODNav accomplishes and how LODNav contributes to the Software Engineering 
community. Lastly, this chapter ends with some concluding remarks highlighting how 
LODNav seeks to fulfill the Research Objective set out in Section 2.3. 
4.1 Linking Open Data Navigator 
4.1.1 LODNav Overview 
LODNav – Linking Open Data Navigator - is a visualization tool for providing a better 
understanding of the current state of the Linking Open Data Project. This tool is a located 
on its own publicly available website
4
. 
To continue with specifying what LODNav is, the contributions of LODNav will be 
restated. The main contributions of LODNav include: 
 a visualization of the LOD Cloud by providing a geographical visualizing of the 
member datasets using their geographical position and a map visualization 
metaphor 
 crawling of the LOD cloud data to create up-to-data visualization of datasets and 
their links 





 providing various methods for filtering and viewing datasets depending on 
different configuration settings 
 an interface for extracting RDF data describing the datasets and the relationships 
between them. 
Figure 4-1 shows the initial view of the LODNav tool presented to a user when accessing 
the Navigate
5
 page of the LODNav website 
 
Figure 4-1 : Screenshot of initial view in LODNav 





4.1.2 Data Visualization Requirements and LODNav 
In [13] the author summarizes some high level requirements for providing a user 
interface for data visualization tools as described in [56]. Among the identified 
requirements for a data visualization user interface are [13]: 
1) The system needs the capacity to produce an overview of the underlying data. 
2) The system must allow for the filtering of data to allow the user to focus on 
desired regions of interest. 
3) It is essential that the system provides the ability to provide greater details for 
regions of interest. 
These requirements were a driving force when developing LODNav as a data 
visualization tool. The objective of the implementation is to adhere to these high-level 
requirements for data visualization. The following sections describe in more detail how 
LODNav meets these requirements. 
The implementation of LODNav as a data visualization tool adheres to these high-level 
requirements for data visualizations. The functionality of LODNav is described in further 
sections and it is shown how these requirements are met. 
4.2 Architecture of LODNav 
This section provides a general overview of the architecture of LODNav. There are two 




1. The data used to populate LODNav 
2. The program LODNav itself which a human user can interact with. 
LODNav is hosted at its website and is accessible over the internet to the general public. 
In broad terms, when a user accesses the Navigate page of LODNav, the precompiled 
data regarding the Linking Open Data Project is loaded into the application (an HTML 
page) and the user can interact with LODNav. This overview can be seen in Figure 4-2. 
 
Figure 4-2 : Basic overview of LODNav architecture 
The following sections will go into more detail in describing what each of the two parts is 
composed of. 
4.2.1 Extraction of LOD data 
The information, which is used to populate LODNav, is obtained by crawling the 
Datahub’s Linking Open Data Cloud organization page [16]. Datahub is a free-to-use 
data management platform provided by the Open Knowledge Foundation and is based on 
the CKAN data management system (also from the Open Knowledge Foundation) [14]. 
CKAN is a free open-source system for managing and publishing data collections [14]. 
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Datahub enables access to several of CKAN’s features enabling the publication and 
management of groups of datasets [14]. The Linking Open Data Cloud is one of these 
groups of datasets and its information can be accessed via a provided API. Datahub’s API 
can be used to access the number of datasets within the LODC as well as a String of 
information containing the meta-data for each dataset. This String of data contains some 
superfluous information and must be parsed in order to retrieve the metadata for the 
project as well as the statements describing which datasets link to on another. 
The meta-data has information for the dataset which is displayed to the user; such as the 
dataset’s URL, number of contained triples, description, SPARQL endpoint, etc. Some 
important things which are displayed to the user in LODNav for each dataset cannot be 
retrieved from this String of information and need to be completed in additional 
processing steps. 
The first of these unattainable pieces of information using Datahub’s API is the current 
status of the dataset’s SPARQL endpoint (whether Active or Inactive). The other piece of 
information relates to LODNav’s positioning of the LOD datasets on a global map based 
on their geographical position and is the task of determining the latitude & longitude for 
each dataset.  
In order to determine the status of a SPARQL endpoint, the following SPARQL query is 
used against a dataset’s SPARQL endpoint every hour: 
select ?s ?p ?o where {?s ?p ?o} LIMIT 10 
This query will return the 10 first RDF triples located within the dataset. If results are 
returned for this query, then it is deemed that the SPARQL endpoint is Active for that 
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given hour period. LODNav uses this hourly data to determine the availability of the 
endpoint for the last 24 hours and reflects this information as part of the metadata 
provided to the user (shown in Section 4.4). 
The first step in obtaining the latitude and longitude of the dataset is to obtain the IP 
address based on the dataset’s URL. This can be done using the Java classes 
java.net.InetAddress and java.net.URL: 
The next step is to obtain the latitude and longitude and is done using an API from the 
service IPInfoDB [36]. With IPInfoDB one can register for an API key and use their 




The above command provides the following result: 
OK;;109.104.92.188;GB;UNITED KINGDOM;ENGLAND;DERBY;DE1 
3AE;52.9228;-1.47663;+00:00 
From this result the longitude and latitude can be parsed. In the case of the above 
example the longitude is 52.9228 and the latitude is -1.47663. 
Once the longitude and latitude are determined for each project, the meta-data for the 
datasets are complete and can be serialized into a structured XML document. This 
document is then hosted at the LODNav website to be used by the LODNav application. 
The entire process of compiling the information for each dataset into the XML document 
has been automated. The developed application crawls Datahub to obtain information 
about each of the datasets of the Linking Open Data Cloud. Then the additional 
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processing steps are performed to gain a complete view of the meta-data for each dataset 
in a structured format. Afterwards all the structured information for each dataset is 
compiled into a single XML document. By programmatically automating these steps, it is 
a simple process to update the content presented by LODNav. 
This program allows the possibility to update the information used by LODNav on a 
regular basis and provides a more dynamic representation of the Linking Open Data 
Cloud.  
4.2.2 LODNav 
The LODNav application is at its core an HTML page hosted at the LODNav website. 
The HTML page is built predominantly using JavaScript and jQuery. When the page is 
opened, the XML document (mentioned in Section 4.2.1) is analyzed and each LOD 
dataset has a JavaScript object created from the loaded information. Each of these 
JavaScript objects contains the dataset’s meta-data, a marker to be placed on the 
visualization map, and link information for each dataset. The visualization map is 
implemented using the Google Maps API [29]. This API supports functionalities which 
allow for placing nodes on a map of Earth (based on geographical positions), the creation 
of links between the nodes, and the ability to interact with the nodes (mouse press events 
and mouse hovering over events). A more in depth look at the Google Maps API follows. 
4.2.3 Google Maps API 
A key objective of this research was to advance the current LODC visualization by 
providing a more intuitive and richer visualization approach. A subsequent decision was 
made to plot the datasets on the LOD cloud on a global map based on their geographic 
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locations, which is in contrast to the original LODC graph visualization, which focused 
only on node links and their crossing. The Google Maps API was selected as the 
visualization approach due to the following reasons: 
 it provides an interface which many internet users are familiar with 
 it eliminates the need to develop an entirely new system 
 it offers many customizable visualization features  
 it provides an interactive user interface 
 it has a mature and well supported API managed by Google 
 it is free to implement into a webpage 
Increasingly the Google Maps API is being used in academic, commercial, and 
government applications to help provide data visualizations [57]. Some example 
applications are highlighted in order to highlight the versatility of the Google Map API 
when applying it to visualizing data from different domains. 
One example is HealthMap
6
, which visualizes outbreak data of infectious diseases on a 
global map [27]. 






Figure 4-3 : Screenshot of the HealthMap application [32] 
In [28], a chronology of conflicts over water is presented and a companion website
7
 to the 
book offers a geographic visualization of the locations described in the book using 
Google Maps. 
 
Figure 4-4 : Screenshot of Water Conflict Chronology Map application [72] 





The United States Census Bureau created an application
8
 to visualize some of its census 
data from 2010 using the Google Maps API. 
 
Figure 4-5 : Screenshot of U.S. Census Bureau application [58] 
These three examples give a small glimpse into the different application domains in 
which the Google Maps API has been deployed. Given the flexibility and maturity of the 
Google Maps API, it was adopted for plotting the geographical locations of the datasets 
of the LOD cloud.  
 
 





Overview of using the Google Maps API 
The application LODNav is built using HTML and JavaScript/jQuery. In order to embed 
Google Maps into an HTML page the Google Maps API had to be first included as a 
JavaScript script. Google offers developers to use a free API key if less than 25,000 map 
loads per day are used, otherwise a Maps API for Business license can be purchased [30]. 
In the case of this research the free option was used with an API key provided by Google. 
The more important elements of the Google Maps API used by the LODNav 
implementation are LatLng, Marker, Listener, and Polyline. Google provides 
a tutorial
9
 as means to provide a more in-depth introduction of Google Maps to 
developers. 
4.3 Geographical Location of datasets as a Visualization Metaphor 
The main research question being addressed in this thesis is how to use a novel 
visualization approach for viewing the datasets of the Linking Open Data Cloud in order 
to see geographic regions of expertise and adoption of Linked Open Data (RQ1). 
In order to address this research objective, a novel visualization metaphor for the 
representing both structural as well as meta-information for the LODC portal is 
introduced. LODNav specifically focuses on providing an enriched visualization of the 
LODC information by: 
Plotting dataset information onto a geographical map based on geographical 
information associated with each dataset. 





Taking advantage of the available geographical information allows LODNav to place the 
LOD datasets onto a world map based on their origins. The important part is that the 
topological space of the interlinked network remains the same despite the transformation. 
The new coordinate system has no impact on the qualitative properties of the graph [12]. 
To illustrate this concept a small example will be given. The linking between the 
following four datasets will be demonstrated; dbpedia, freebase, opencyc, and secold. 
Note the following links which exist: 
 dbpedia linksTo freebase 
 dbpedia linksTo opencyc 
 freebase linksTo dbpedia 
 secold linksTo dbpedia 
 secold linksTo freebase 
 secold linksTo opencyc 
Below in Figure 4-6 these links can be seen between the datasets. 
 
Figure 4-6 : Linking of 4 example datasets 
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Figure 4-7 highlights where these four datasets are located in the Linking Open Data 
Cloud diagram and shows which projects are linked. It should be noted that directional 
lines are not present in this diagram and bidirectional links are shown as a single line.  
 
Figure 4-7 : Linking of 4 example datasets in LOD diagram 
Figure 4-8 uses LODNav to illustrate where these four datasets are located 
geographically, as well as their respective interconnections. It should be noted that 





Figure 4-8 : Linking of 4 example datasets using LODNav 
This example illustrates, while the metaphor has changed, the actual topology (nodes and 
their links) conveyed remains the same. This example also highlights that when plotting 
the datasets geographically, in addition to the structural information also the geographical 
location of the publisher of the RDF dataset can be shown. Using this visualization 
approach can provide some meaningful insight on the distribution of LOD datasets across 
the globe. Figure 4-9 for example shows that the majority of the LODC datasets are 




Figure 4-9 : Distribution of LOD datasets on the globe using LODNav 
However, using such a geographical layout also introduces some new challenges, when 
visualizing these datasets. One problem arises when datasets happen to be located at or 
near the same location. LODNav determines the geographical position of a dataset based 
on the latitude and longitude of the dataset’s IP address, which is derived from the URL 
address provided with dataset registration for the LODC. This conversion might lead to 
situations that a number of datasets will have an identical latitude and longitude since 
they are located in the same city. In order to circumvent this problem LODNav displays 
these datasets spiralling outward from the contested location. As a result, while the 
displayed position of the dataset might no longer be accurate from a geographic 
perspective, clusters will emerge around certain cities demonstrating multiple datasets at 




Figure 4-10 : Example locations of LOD dataset clusters 
This section described in more detail how LODNav takes advantage of a map metaphor 
to visualize member datasets of the Linking Open Data Project by plotting them onto a 
geographical map based on where the IP address of the dataset is located. The section 
also shows how the visualization metaphor used by LODNav preserves the topology of 
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the networked datasets and can offer a different perspective for viewing the datasets. 
Lastly a closer look at the geographical distribution of the datasets across the globe was 
given. 
4.4 Representing meta-data related to datasets 
As part of the registration process of a new dataset with the LODC, different types of 
meta-information have to be provided. This section focuses on how the visualization 
approach presented in this research can address (RQ2.1), the visualization of meta-data 
related to each dataset 
In Section 4.3 it was shown that the visualization approach used by LODNav can be used 
to plot the geographical location of datasets of the LODC onto a global map. In what 
follows, the discussion will focus on how LODNav’s visualization approach is not only 
capable to visualize structural information mined from the LODC website, but also meta-
information. 
While the previous map metaphor allowed for the visualization of detailed node 
information (geographical location and links to other nodes), no meta-information was 
conveyed to the user. This meta-information has to be provided at the time of registration 
of a dataset with the LODC in order for a new dataset to be included in the LODC. The 
meta-information includes: 
 full and abbreviated name of the dataset 
 website URL 
 SPARQL endpoint 
 current state of the SPARQL endpoint (online of offline) 
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 the availability of the SPARQL endpoint for the last 24 hours 
 number of data assertions 
 number of outgoing links to other datasets 
 number of incoming links from other datasets 
 data license 
 description 
 location 
In LODNav this meta-data is displayed as part of a panel on the left side of the screen. 
The actual meta-information for each dataset in the LODC is displayed in a table within 
this panel. The meta-information is ordered alphabetically based on the abbreviated 
names of the datasets (code name). Figure 4-11 shows the section of LODNav, which 
contains the meta-data for the datasets. 
 
Figure 4-11 : LODNav’s section containing dataset meta-data 
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Table 4-1 provides an example of the meta-data, which is captured for each dataset. The 
example dataset shown is dataset 114 - Hellenic Police. 
144) Hellenic Police 
Code: hellenic-police 
Description: The Hellenic Police project encompasses efforts to extract valuable 
information from Greek Open Data originating from the Ministry of 
Public Order & Citizen Protection and in particular from the Hellenic 
Police Department. It involves mainly crime incidents and aims to 
exploit these in the best possible manner so as to form meaningful 
scenarios. The primary goal is to provide applications and services 
that would reveal potentials for the department to improve upon its 
management procedures, have economic benefits from cost 
reductions and improvements in its crime prevention efficiency. A 
secondary but equally important goal is to encourage additional 
contributions of Greek Open Data as well as of innovative 




Outgoing Links: 64587 







(last 24 hours): 
(100%) 111111111111111111111111 
CKAN URL: http://thedatahub.org/dataset/hellenic-police 
Groups: lodcloud, country-gr 
License: Creative Commons Attribution Share-Alike 
Lat/Long: (40.613783495705505, 22.970416504294494) 
Table 4-1 : Example meta-data of a dataset 
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In table 4-1, the green coloured SPARQL Endpoint URL indicates that at the time of 
writing, this particular SPARQL endpoint was online/active and accepts SPARQL query 
requests. In the case where the SPARQL endpoint is ‘offline’ the SPARQL URL text will 
be in orange. 
The row with Endpoint Availability (last 24 hours) demonstrates how available the 
dataset’s SPARQL endpoint was over the last 24 hour period. Each hour every SPARQL 
endpoint is queried and if a result is returned then the endpoint is deemed active for that 
hour. For the example provided in Table 4-1 we see a String value of: 
 (100%) 111111111111111111111111 
There is a percentage followed by a series of 24 characters of either ‘1’ or ‘0’. Each of 
the 24 characters correspond to a given hour period. The leftmost character is the most 
recent hourly period (Time t), the second character represents the second most recent 
time period (Time t-1), and so on for all 24 characters. A ‘1’ is used to signify that the 
SPARQL endpoint was Active for the given hour, while a ‘0’ is used to signify the 
endpoint was Inactive. The percentage that is shown before the series of Active/Inactive 
characters represents the overall availability of the SPARQL endpoint for the given 24 
hour period (calculated by the total number of 1s over 24). In the provided example the 
endpoint was available for 100% of the last 24 hours and is denoted with 24 ‘1’ 
characters (Appendix A provides the availability of all the LODC SPARQL Endpoints 
for the time period of 2014-04-12 14:00 to 2014-04-13 14:00). 
The meta-data visualization of LODNav enhances the interactive experience with the 
LODC visualization and provides users with additional insights about the datasets 
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without the need to switch between the LODC website documentation and the graph 
visualization provided on the LODC site. 
4.5 Enriched visualization of links between datasets 
While the previous section focused on the basic visualizations provided by LODNav this 
section will focus in particular on RQ2.2 – and the discussion on how LODNav takes 
advantage of its map visualization metaphor. As shown in Figure 4-9 (which includes all 
LODC datasets and their geographical location), a colour scheme of green and orange are 
used to indicate the status of the individual datasets. Status refers to the fact whether a 
SPARQL endpoint for a dataset is active (accepts/processes incoming SPARQL queries) 
or inactive (does not accept/process SPARQL queries). 
 Green – represents a dataset whose SPARQL endpoint is active (‘on’) 
 Orange – represents a dataset whose SPARQL endpoint is inactive (‘off’) 
A similar colour scheme is used to indicate if a link among two datasets is active or not 
(Figure 4-9). 
 Green line – indicates both connected datasets have active SPARQL endpoints, 
implying the link can be used 
 Orange line – indicates at least one of the connected datasets does not have an 
active SPARQL endpoint, implying the link cannot be used/is unavailable 
currently 
One of the challenges with the current line visualization for representing links among 
connected datasets is there is no support for directional arrow indicating the direction of a 
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connection. This is due to the fact, when LODNav was being developed, the Google 
Maps API did not support this feature natively. As a result, a different scheme was 
introduced to represent the direction of connectivity. In LODNav the datasets can be 
highlighted and selected to provide the user with additional information. Two different 
modes are supported to perform this action; Outgoing Links mode and Incoming Links 
mode. In both modes there is also the display of bi-directional links.  Figure 4-12 
provides an overview of the various visualization options provided by LODNav. It should 
be noted that this menu also contains other filtering options for changing what datasets 
will be displayed to the user. 
 
Figure 4-12 : LODNav’s Display Options section 
4.5.1 Outgoing Links Mode 
An Outgoing Link from a dataset A pointing to another dataset B implies that there exists 
at least one actual RDF linked triple from dataset A to dataset B. 
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For the Outgoing Link option, LODNav will display all outgoing links of a particular 
dataset, when the mouse is hovering over a dataset. 
 all the outgoing links are displayed in Light Red 
 the connected dataset nodes are highlighted in Light Red 
When a dataset is selected in the Outgoing Links mode: 
 the selected dataset node is highlighted in Dark Blue (signifying outgoing links) 
 the connected dataset nodes are highlighted in Dark Red (signifying an incoming 
link) 
 a link between datasets with Active SPARQL Endpoints is displayed in Dark Blue 
 a link between datasets with at least one Inactive SPARQL Endpoint is displayed 
in Pink 
 a bi-directional link between Active SPARQL Endpoints is displayed in 
Fluorescent Blue 
 a bi-directional link between datasets where at least one of the SPARQL 
endpoints is Inactive is displayed in Yellow 
Figure 4-13 shows sample screen captures using the option for the dataset DBLP 




Figure 4-13 : LODNav links in Outgoing Links mode 
4.5.2 Incoming Links Mode 
An Incoming Link to a dataset A from another dataset B implies that there exists at least 
one actual RDF linked triple from dataset B which points to dataset A. 
For the Incoming Link option, LODNav will display all incoming links into a particular 
dataset, when the mouse is hovering over the dataset: 
 all the incoming links are displayed in Purple 
 the connected dataset nodes are highlighted in Light Red 
When a dataset is selected in the Incoming Links mode: 
 the selected dataset node is highlighted in Dark Red (signifying incoming links) 
 the connected dataset nodes are highlighted in Blue (signifying an outgoing link) 
 a link between datasets with Active SPARQL Endpoints is displayed in Dark Blue 
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 a link between datasets with at least one Inactive SPARQL Endpoint is displayed 
in Pink 
 a bi-directional link between Active SPARQL Endpoints is displayed in 
Fluorescent Blue 
 a bi-directional link between datasets where at least one of the SPARQL 
endpoints is Inactive is displayed in Yellow 
Figure 4-14 shows sample screen captures using the option for the dataset DBTune.org 
MusicBrainz D2R Server. 
 
Figure 4-144 : LODNav links in Incoming Links mode 
4.6 Extracting dataset information 
This section will discuss in more detail, how LODNav addresses the RQ2.3, referring to 
its ability to provide support for extracting the information describing the datasets and 
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their links for further reuse. This is in particular interest, since no complete dump is 
available for the LODC, containing all the meta-data. 
This section discusses how LODNav supports the export (Figure 4-15 shows the export 
button highlighted) of the LODC meta-information and structural information as RDF 
data. 
 
Figure 4-15 : LODNav’s export button 
The LODNav export function offers users two options for exporting some RDF data. The 
user first specifies the scope of the export either; (1) all datasets which are currently 
shown on the map, or (2) all the datasets which have been selected by a user. 
Secondly, the user selects the export format used for the RDF, which can either be 
RDF/XML or N-Triple format. 
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The output of the LODNav export function will create a small ontology file in the 
specified RDF format and can be reused for further processing or analysis. 
4.6.1 Selecting datasets for export 
As mentioned earlier different export options are available when specifying the scope of 
the export; all visible projects on the map OR all selected projects. 
For the all visible projects on the map option, every dataset being displayed (regardless 
of the zoom level) will have its information exported to RDF. When LODNav is initially 
loaded every dataset of the Linking Open Data Cloud is displayed. However, some of 
these datasets can be filtered out by using the LODNav Display Options in Figure 4-12. 
Different combinations of filter criteria can be applied: 
 Active SPARQL Endpoints – displays only the datasets which have an Active 
SPARQL endpoint 
 Selected nodes – displays only the datasets which have been selected by the user 
 Selected and Connected Nodes – displays only the datasets which are selected 
by the user as well as the datasets connected to the selected datasets 
 Group – displays only the datasets which belong to a user selected group 
 A range of RDF triples within the datasets – displays only the datasets which 
contain a number of RDF triples which falls within a user specified range 
 A range of Outgoing Links from datasets – displays only the datasets which 
contain the total number of outgoing RDF links within a user specified range 
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 A range of Incoming Links from datasets – displays only the datasets which 
contain the total number of incoming RDF links within a user specified range 
When a user modifies these criteria, only datasets containing the selected properties will 
be displayed on the map. For example in Figure 4-16 all datasets with an Active SPARQL 
Endpoint are shown. 
 
Figure 4-16 : Datasets with Active SPARQL Endpoints 
If a user were to export information for the visible datasets then only these datasets 
shown on the map would be exported. 
For the option, all selected projects only the datasets, which are selected by the user will 
have its information exported in RDF. An example for such a selection is shown in 




Figure 4-17 : Four selected datasets 
4.6.2 The exported RDF data 
In what follows a more detailed discussion on the information, being exported to an 
ontology is provided. 
The ontology file is called: 
http://www.lodnav.com/lodnav 




The class lodnav:LodNode is used to assign the datasets as entity resources in the 
ontology. 










For capturing the outgoing links to the other datasets, the following Object Property is 
used: 
 lodnav:linksTo  
Resources get URIs based on the following format: 
 lodnav:datasetCodename 
The following is an example of a LODNav ontology created in (N-Triple format), for the 









































































4.7 Summary  
In this chapter, LODNav the tool implementation for visualizing the LODC data was 
presented. A brief overview of LODNav was given explaining its main visualization 
objective and metaphor, the ability to provide a more human user centric approach to 
visualizing the Liking Open Data Cloud. Next, a brief overview of the actual architecture 
of LODNav and further details about the Google Maps API, the main visualization 
metaphor used by LODNav was presented. The section also discusses how LODNav’s 
geographic map based visualization and representation of the meta-data extracted from 
the LODC address our research objectives introduced in Section 2.2 of the thesis. Both 
the ability to provide an interactive visualization for the LODC as well as the ability to 
filter and export selected data, which are some of the key features of LODNav, were 
discussed in detail. 
Given the interactive visualization of LODC data, not only the comprehensibility of the 
data can be improved but also the participation in publishing and consuming of Linked 




5. Use Cases 
As part of this research, we performed several use cases to illustrate the applicability of 
LODNav in visualizing information from the LODC. The data being visualized was 
gathered from The Linking Open Data Cloud group located on Datahub (as explained in 
Section 4.2.1) in October 2013 [16]. For the use cases data from a total of 337 datasets 
were crawled and extracted. 
5.1 Use Case #1: Viewing centres of expertise/adoption of Linking Open Data 
In this use case, it is shown how LODNav can be used to locate regions which have 
clusters of datasets located at particular locations. When clusters of datasets are present at 
a region we see that some expertise in Linked Data is emerging at that location and 
groups/individuals have begun to adopt the concepts of Linking Open Data. 
To begin this use case, LODNav is used to zoom into Europe prior to using any filtering 
mechanisms (Figure 5-1). 
 
Figure 5-1 : View of Europe 
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The next step in this use case is to apply the filtering option to only display Nodes that 
are in a cluster (Figure 5-2), implying only datasets which have the same location as at 
least one other dataset are displayed. 
 
Figure 5-2 : Filtering to see Nodes that are clustered 
 
In Figure 5-3 we see the datasets which remain after the filtering operation in Europe. 
The datasets which do not share a location with any other dataset are filtered out, leaving 
only datasets which cluster around a particular location. Some of the more pronounced 
locations of clusters of datasets (as previously shown in Figure 4-10) are; Amsterdam, 




Figure 5-3 : Datasets that are part of clusters in Europe 
By navigating across the globe using LODNav other clusters can be identified. For 
instance, in Eastern Canada some notable clusters are located in Ottawa and Quebec City. 
 
 




5.2 Use Case #2: All datasets with an Active SPARQL Endpoint 
For this use case, all datasets with an Active SPARQL endpoint are extracted and 
visualized. Figure 5-5 shows the datasets with an active SPARQL endpoint. 
 
Figure 5-5 : All datasets with an Active SPARQL Endpoint 
 
Nodes displayed by filter option: 
Active SPARQL Endpoint 
Table 5-1 : Case Study #2 filter options 
Table 5-1 shows the filter option, which was used within LODNav to visualize all the 
Active SPARQL endpoint datasets. A complete listing (codename and title) of these 
datasets with an active SPARQL endpoint is included in Appendix B. 
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5.3 Use Case #3 All Active datasets which link to DBpedia 
The objective of this use case is to visualize all datasets with an Active endpoint and link 
to the DBpedia dataset. DBpedia dataset was selected, since it was at the time of writing, 
a key dataset within the LODC. DBpedia is one of the largest datasets, with respect to the 
number of links to other datasets and its size (in number of triples). Figure 5-6 shows the 
visualization produced by LODNav. 
 
Figure 5-6 : All datasets which link to DBPedia 
For the visualization, we configured LODNav to display Incoming Links for selected 
nodes. For the use case DBpedia was selected as the dataset for which all incoming nodes 
are displayed. The filter option was set to view the Selected and Connected Nodes, which 
causes the nodes that are not connected to DBPedia to be filtered out from the 
visualization. An additional filter option was used to view only Active SPARQL 
Endpoints. The complete filter options are shown in Table 5-2, with Appendix C showing 
the complete list of the datasets with their respective codename and title. 
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Nodes displayed by filter options: 
Selected and Connected Nodes 
Active SPARQL Endpoint 
Table 5-2 : Use Case #3 filter options 
5.4 Use Case #4: All datasets which DBPedia links to 
In this use case, we were interested to show all datasets which DBpedia links to (Figure 
5-7) This is in contrast to the previous use case (use case #2), which shows all the nodes 
that link to DBpedia. 
 
Figure 5-7 : All datasets which DBPedia links to 
LODNav was configured to display Outgoing Links for selected nodes as the filtering 
criteria for the visualization. For this case study, DBpedia was selected as the focus 
dataset. The resulting visualization (Figure 5-3) shows all links, which initiate from 
DBpedia to other datasets within the LODC. Using the filter option to view only Selected 
and Connected Nodes, omits all links and nodes not connected to DBpedia from the 
visualization. It should be noted that for this use case, no restriction was made regarding 
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if a dataset is active or not and therefore links from DBpedia to both active and inactive 
SPARQL endpoints are included 
Nodes displayed by filter option: 
Selected and Connected Nodes 
Table 5-3 : Use Case #4 filter option 
Table 5-4 shows the list of datasets (codename and title) which DBPedia connects to 
displaying their respective codename and title. 
# Dataset Codename Dataset Title 
 
1 2000-us-census-rdf 2000 U.S. Census in RDF (rdfabout.com) 
2 dbpedia DBpedia 
3 dbtune-musicbrainz DBTune.org Musicbrainz D2R Server 
4 education-data-gov-uk education.data.gov.uk 
5 eunis European Nature Information System 
6 flickr-wrappr flickr™ wrappr 
7 freebase Freebase 
8 fu-berlin-dailymed DailyMed 
9 fu-berlin-dblp DBLP Bibliography Database in RDF (FU 
Berlin) 
10 fu-berlin-diseasome Diseasome 
11 fu-berlin-drugbank DrugBank 
12 fu-berlin-eurostat Eurostat in RDF (FU Berlin) 
13 fu-berlin-project-gutenberg Project Gutenberg in RDF (FU Berlin) 
14 fu-berlin-sider SIDER: Side Effect Resource 
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15 geonames-semantic-web GeoNames Semantic Web 
16 geospecies GeoSpecies Knowledge Base 
17 italian-public-schools-
linkedopendata-it 
Italian public schools 
(LinkedOpenData.it) 
18 linkedgeodata LinkedGeoData 
19 linkedmdb Linked Movie DataBase 
20 nytimes-linked-open-data New York Times - Linked Open Data 
21 opencyc OpenCyc 
22 rdf-book-mashup RDF Book Mashup 
23 reference-data-gov-uk reference.data.gov.uk 
24 revyu Revyu.com - Review Anything 
25 tcmgenedit_dataset TCMGeneDIT Dataset 
26 transport-data-gov-uk transport.data.gov.uk 
27 uk-legislation-api UK Legislation 
28 w3c-wordnet WordNet 2.0 (W3C) 
29 world-factbook-fu-berlin World Factbook (FU Berlin) 
30 yago YAGO 
Table 5-4 : Use Case #4 – All datasets which DBpedia links to 
5.5 Use Case #5: Filtering datasets based on number of RDF triples 
The objective of this use case was to show LODNav’s ability to filter the nodes displayed 
in the visualization with the number of triples inside the member datasets of the LODC. 
This was done by identifying the five largest datasets with an Active SPARQL endpoint 
within the LODC. It should be noted that we consider the size of a dataset as the number 
of RDF triples that are contained within it.  
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For the use case, LODNav was configured to show only datasets with Active datasets and 
within a certain range of triples. The largest five datasets are within the range of 
550,000,000 and 9,803,142,573 RDF triples, with the range manually determined in 
LODNav by adjusting the filtering option to only display datasets until only 5 datasets 
remain in the visualization (Figure 5-4). 
 
Figure 5-7 : Filtering by # of Triples and Active SPARQL Endpoint 
The value of 9,803,142,573 is used as a maximum value, this corresponding to the 
number of triples for the largest dataset. It should be noted that at point of writing the 
largest dataset happens to have an Inactive SPARQL endpoint. This dataset is TWC: 
Linking Open Government Data and is not present in this use case. The five biggest 
datasets (based on number of triples) with an active SPARQL endpoint are shown below 




Figure 5-8 : Five largest Active datasets in LODNav 
Table 5-5 shows the results of this case study by displaying the list of the five largest 
Active datasets with their respecting codename, title, and number of RDF triples. 
# Dataset Codename Dataset Title 
 
# RDF triples 
1 b3kat B3Kat – Library Union 
Catalogues of Bavari 
570,000,000 
2 bio2rdf-pubmed PubMed 797,000,000 
3 data-gov Data.gov 6,400,000,000 
4 dbpedia DBPedia 1,200,000,000 
5 lobid-resources Lobid, Bibliographic 
Resources 
667,675,574 
Table 5-5 : Case Study #5 – Five largest Active datasets 
 
5.6 Use Case #6: Filtering datasets by the number of incoming RDF links  
For this use case, the objective was to illustrate how LODNav can filter the displayed 
nodes in the visualization based on the number of incoming links into datasets. This is 
exemplified by identifying and visualizing the five datasets in the LODC with the largest 
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number of incoming RDF links. This is of particular interest, since incoming links 
highlight how the LODC can facilitate the sharing of data.  
In this visualization the datasets that have a range of incoming RDF links between 
29,000,000 and 62,377,766 are displayed. The range was again determined within 
LODNav, by manually adjusting the range of incoming links until only 5 datasets remain 
in the visualization (Figure 5-9). The value of 62,377,766 is used as a maximum value 
because this the largest number of incoming RDF links for all the datasets.  
 






The five datasets with the most incoming links are shown in Figure 5-10. 
 
Figure 5-10 : Five datasets with the most incoming links 
Table 5-6 shows the list with the five most linked to datasets. The table includes the 









# of datasets 
which link to 
this dataset 




















Table 5-6 : Use Case #6 – Datasets with the five most incoming number of RDF links 
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5.7 Use Case #7: Filtering datasets by number of outgoing links 
The objective of this use case is to highlight how LODNav can display nodes in the 
visualization by adjusting the filter option to display only the datasets within a certain 
range of outgoing RDF links. In this use case we show the datasets which take the most 
advantage of the LODC, by displaying the five datasets with the most outgoing RDF 
links.  
In this use case the five datasets with the largest number of outgoing links are within the 
range of 31,500,000 and 66,001,679 RDF links. By manually adjusting the filtering 
option to display datasets within a range of outgoing RDF links, it was found that the five 
largest lie within the specified range. The value of 66,001,679 is used as a maximum 
value by LODNav because this is the highest value of outgoing RDF links of all the 
LODC datasets. The options used within LODNav for this use case are shown in Figure 
5-11. 
 
Figure 5-11 : Filtering by # of Outgoing Link 
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The datasets that remain in the visualization after applying the filtering options can are 
shown in Figure 5-12. 
 
Figure 5-12 : Five datasets with largest number of outgoing links 












1 b3kat B3Kat – Library 
Union Catalogues of 
Bavari 
33,924,158 3 
2 lobid-resources lobid. Bibliographic 
Resources 
66,001,679 12 
3 rdfize-lastfm Last.FM RDFization 
of Event 
50,023,000 4 





Open Library data 
mirror in the Talis 
Platform 
51,937,095 4 
Table 5-7 : Use case #7 – Datasets with the five most outgoing number of RDF links 
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5.8 Use Case #8: Datasets which are members of the Spain group 
Some of the LODC datasets have included in their meta-data that they belong to a 
particular Group, allowing datasets with similar properties to be grouped together. A total 
of 44 different groups are registered with the LODC (Appendix D shows the complete list 
of all LODC dataset groups).  
The objective of this use case is, to show how the Group filter option can be used to 
create logical groupings in the visual representation. For this example, only nodes in the 
LODC which have been registered as being part of the Spain group are shown (Figure 5-
7) with the filter option being shown in table 5-8. 
 
Figure 5-13 : Datasets which are members of the Spain group 
 
Nodes displayed by filter option: 
Group: spain 
Table 5-8 : Use Case #8 filter option 
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Table 5-9 presents the list of the datasets which are members of the Spain group of the 
Linking Open Data Cloud.  
# Dataset Codename Dataset Title 
 
1 aemet AEMET metereological dataset 
2 datos-bne-es datos.bne.es 
3 geolinkeddata GeoLinkedData 
4 morelab morelab 
5 ogolod Orthology and Diseases Information – 
OGO 
6 webnmasunotraveler El Viajero’s tourism dataset 
7 zaragoza-turismo Turismo de Zaragoza 
Table 5-9 : Use Case #8 – Datasets which are members of the spain group 
 
5.9 Use Case #9: Transitivity in LODC 
In this use case, LODNav is used to discover transitivity connections between datasets. 
For the use case LODNav was used to iteratively identify all datasets which the SECOLD 
dataset can potentially connect to. This includes not only direct but also potential 
transitive links. Identifying these transitive links, can guide users during a visual 
exploration of potential traceability links within the LODC and therefore help identify 
sources (nodes) that can be used to obtain an even richer knowledgebase for a given 
dataset. 
The default visualization option in LODNav is that a user can select a dataset with having 
all direct RDF links to the dataset being displayed. Another filtering option within 
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LODNav is to display only Selected and Connected Nodes. Selecting secold and applying 
the option to present only the Selected and Connected Nodes displays only secold as well 
as all nodes that are directly connected to secold. These datasets being freebase, opencyc, 
and dbpedia as shown in Figure 5-10. 
 
 
Figure 5-14 : Datasets which SECOLD is directly connected with 
In addition, LODNav was used for this use case to also include the outgoing links from 
freebase, opencyc, and dbpedia, providing a first level transitive view.  The resulting 
view provides all the potential datasets which SECOLD can connect to through following 
first level transitive links. 
This resulted in the datasets whom freebase, opencyc, and dbpedia have connections with 
to appear in the visualization. This is displayed in Figure 5-11 (From this figure it is 
difficult to see everything that is going on in the visualization and will be explained 
further. From the dataset freebase, 5 new outgoing links appear. Out of dbpedia there are 
30 connected datasets. A call-out box is provided to get a closer view of the dbpedia 
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node; however it is still difficult to view all the connections in the figure since many of 
the connected datasets are located close together. The dataset opencyc does not have any 
new outgoing links.) 
 
Figure 5-15 : Transitive datasets connected to SECOLD 
The datasets shown in Figure 5-9 are therefore all datasets SECOLD can potentially 
connect to. By exporting the data for all visible datasets in the visualization, a list of all 
datasets transitively (first-level) linked to SECOLD can be extracted and are listed in 
Table 5-10. 
# Dataset Codename Dataset Title 
 
1 2000-us-census-rdf 2000 U.S. Census in RDF (rdfabout.com) 
2 bbc-music BBC Music 
3 dbpedia DBpedia 
4 dbtune-musicbrainz DBTune.org Musicbrainz D2R Server 
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5 education-data-gov-uk education.data.gov.uk 
6 eunis European Nature Information System 
7 flickr-wrappr flickr™ wrappr 
8 freebase Freebase 
9 fu-berlin-dailymed DailyMed 
10 fu-berlin-dblp DBLP Bibliography Database in RDF (FU 
Berlin) 
11 fu-berlin-diseasome Diseasome 
12 fu-berlin-drugbank DrugBank 
13 fu-berlin-eurostat Eurostat in RDF (FU Berlin) 
14 fu-berlin-project-gutenberg Project Gutenberg in RDF (FU Berlin) 
15 fu-berlin-sider SIDER: Side Effect Resource 
16 geonames-semantic-web GeoNames Semantic Web 
17 geospecies GeoSpecies Knowledge Base 
18 italian-public-schools-
linkedopendata-it 
Italian public schools 
(LinkedOpenData.it) 
19 linkedgeodata LinkedGeoData 
20 linkedmdb Linked Movie DataBase 
21 nytimes-linked-open-data New York Times - Linked Open Data 
22 opencyc OpenCyc 
23 rdf-book-mashup RDF Book Mashup 
24 reference-data-gov-uk reference.data.gov.uk 
25 revyu Revyu.com - Review Anything 
26 sec-rdfabout U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 
Corporate Ownership RDF Data (rdfabout) 
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27 secold Source Code Ecosystem Linked Data 
28 tcmgenedit_dataset TCMGeneDIT Dataset 
29 transport-data-gov-uk transport.data.gov.uk 
30 uk-legislation-api UK Legislation 
31 w3c-wordnet WordNet 2.0 (W3C) 
32 world-factbook-fu-berlin World Factbook (FU Berlin) 
33 yago YAGO 
Table 5-10 : Use case #9 – Datasets transitively linked to from SECOLD 
 
5.10 Summary – Use Cases 
In this chapter several use cases have been presented to illustrate the applicability of 
LODNav to visualize different aspects of the LODC. Among the usage scenarios 
described are filtering nodes based on: 
 Clusters of datasets 
 Active SPARQL Endpoints 
 Outgoing links from a dataset 
 Incoming links into a dataset 
 Number of RDF triples held within a dataset 
 Number of incoming RDF links into a dataset 
 Number of outgoing RDF links from a dataset 
 The group a dataset is a member of 
While these use cases were described independently, they also can be combined for 
further customization of the views generated by LODNav. The examples also illustrate 
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how LODNav can provide additional abstractions and insights by iteratively exploring 



















This chapter provides some points of discussion covering first some threats to validity 
(Section 6.1) followed by an overview of some related work (Section 6.2), and finishing 
with some conclusions as well as future work (Section 6.3). 
6.1 Threats to Validity 
6.1.1 Lack of automation 
With the concept of interoperable Open Data becoming increasingly popular [44] the 
number of datasets as part of the Linking Open Data Project is constantly increasing. One 
of the initial goals of LODNav was to create tool support that allows for up-to-data 
representation of the Linking Open Data Cloud. However, given the current architecture 
of LODNav, with the data being extracted from Datahub’s Linking Open Data Cloud 
organization group (as described in Section 4.2.1) is not yet a fully automated process. In 
its current implementation LODNav requires the LODC data acquisition to be triggered. 
In order to provide actual up-to-date information, these updates should be fully 
automated. This can be achieved by performing these updates either during a regular 
(frequent) time interval (e.g. daily) or whenever a change of the LODC occurs. Similarly, 
the availability of the SPARQL endpoints should be polled automatically at time of 
creation of visualizations. 
A full automation of the information extraction of the LODC data is feasible and will be 
implemented as part of the future work. As a result, while the data currently being 
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visualized by LODNav is correct (as of October 2013), it does not ensure currently that 
the data is the most up-to-date information available on the LODC. 
6.1.2 Problems with information extraction 
As discussed in Section 4.2.1, the information from the Linking Open Data Project is 
extracted through the Datahub Linking Open Data Cloud group API to receive a String of 
information for each dataset. This String of information must then be parsed in order to 
obtain the meta-data for the datasets to be displayed within LODNav.  
However, within LODNav not all the datasets have a fully complete meta-data section. 
Some of the datasets are missing their SPARQL endpoint and some lack information 
related to their outgoing/incoming links. 
Several reasons are possible for this lacking information. (1) Member datasets of 
Datahub’s Open Data Cloud group might not have provided all the required information. 
(2) The format of the returned String provided by Datahub’s API does not follow a 
parseable standard format. If this is the case, then the algorithm used in this research for 
parsing the meta-data might result in erroneous meta-information. 
As a result, some of the meta-information extracted from the datasets might be 
incomplete or information within LODNav might not be completely accurate. These 
issues can be addressed by additional data cleaning or by excluding datasets with 
incomplete or inconsistent data. 
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6.1.3 Bugs in the program 
The development of LODNav is suspect to potential bugs and issues, which is a common 
problem to any software. While different forms of system testing were performed during 
the development and testing phase, the software has known and unknown issues. This 
threat to system stability and quality can be addressed through additional testing and code 
reviews during future software development iterations. 
6.1.4 Datahub has been changed to use Organizations 
The data contained within LODNav as presented in this thesis uses data extracted from 
Datahub’s Linking Open Data Cloud group from early October 2013. This collected data 
consists of 337 datasets which are members of the Linking Open Data Project.  
Datahub has since that time undergone a change on how groups are managed within its 
repository. On 2013-10-11 Datahub has migrated its structural scheme to no longer 
display ‘groups’ but instead to display ‘organizations’ [18]. All datasets which were part 
of a ‘group’ are now part of an ‘organization’.  
The purpose of this migration was to remove spam that was present in Datahub and also 
to prevent further spam to be published. As part of this change, administrators of 
‘organizations’ on Datahub must now authorize the publishing of datasets to their 
respective organization [17].  
At the time of writing there appears to be two different organizations on Datahub for the 
datasets of the LOD Project being; Linking Open Data Cloud and Linking Open Data. 
The organization name Linking Open Data Cloud has 228 member datasets and the 
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organization named Linking Open Data has 47 member datasets [15]. While conducting 
this research it is not clear why the number has drastically changed, nor which 
organization should be considered as the actual organization to reflect the current status 
of the LOD Project. It should further be noted that certain datasets appear in one of the 
organizations but not the other. For instance, DBpedia is present in the organization 
Linking Open Data but not in Linking Open Data Cloud, while SECOLD is not present in 
Linking Open Data but it is present in Linking Open Data Cloud.  
The Linking Open Data Project website does not yet reflect this data migration therefore 
it is unclear what the actual state of the project is. Perhaps some remaining datasets still 
need to be migrated or perhaps the number of datasets has in fact been reduced (removing 
spam data). For the purpose of this research, it has been decided to display the 
information extracted from Datahub for the LODC prior to the data migration.  
6.1.5 Scalability issues 
LODNav has been designed to load automatically all the meta-data for each of the LODC 
datasets into the user’s web browser, when a user selects the ‘Navigate’ page of the 
LODNav website. This was a design decision during the initial development stages of the 
application. The decision was supported by the fact that it was unclear where the website 
was going to be hosted online or made publicly accessible. As a result, LODNav was not 
developed to retrieve information as needed from a hosted database, instead all the 
information is retrieved from an XML file upon loading. 
This design decision leads to a noticeable delay during the start-up and the internal 
implementation of the Internet browser being used might limit the number of datasets 
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being loaded. While the current 337 datasets do not create any problems, hard and 
software limits used by LODNav potentially create a bottleneck for a very large number 
of datasets. 
6.1.6 Logical Hosting Issues 
LODNav determines the Latitude & Longitude of a dataset based on the IP address from 
its URL; however, this approach will not always work, such as when hosting is conducted 
by an external provider. Using the approach set out in LODNav, the physical location of 
the dataset will be established where the dataset is being hosted, although it may be more 
appropriate to place the dataset at the physical location where the individuals who 
compile the dataset are located. 
In order to get an idea of the reliability of LODNav when displaying the location of the 
dataset with its current approach, a subset of the 337 datasets has been manually 
inspected with their displayed location and actual location being compared. The subset 
comprises 20% of the original 337 datasets (68 in total) and has been randomly selected. 
For each of these 68 datasets, the provided URL which was used to determine the 
Latitude & Longitude in LODNav has been visited and given the information in the 
webpage it has been determined whether the location in LODNav is the correct 
geographical location (for a number of the datasets, it could not be determined whether 
the location in LODNav was in fact correct or incorrect due to a lack of information in 




Results for inspecting the location of 68 datasets 
Location is correct: 41 
Location is incorrect: 15 
Location could not be determined 12 
Table 6-1 : Dataset inspection results 
If the datasets whose location could not be determined are omitted from the results, we 
see that 41 of 56 datasets have the correct location, implying a success rate of 73% for 
LODNav’s method of placing datasets on a world map. For a complete table of the results 
refer to Appendix E. 
6.2 Related Work 
In this section, other representations of the Linking Open Data Project will be reviewed 
and differences be discussed, including their merits as well as shortcomings.  
6.2.1 LOD Cloud diagram  
Throughout the thesis it was shown that the Linking Open Data Cloud is an 
interconnection of RDF datasets [50]; this graph visualization has been previously shown 
in Figure 3-4. Figure 6-1 shows a zoomed-in view of the Linking Open Data Cloud 
diagram. What follows is an explanation of what type of information is conveyed in this 




Figure 6-1 : A closer look at the LOD diagram 
In the LODC diagram, the size of the datasets has a relation to the number of triples 
present in the actual dataset as explained Table 6-2. 
Circle Size Triple Count 
Very large > 1,000,000,000 
Large 1,000,000,000 – 10,000,000 
Medium 10,000,000 – 500,000 
Small 500,000 – 10,000 
Very small < 10,000 
Table 6-2 : LOD diagram circle size in relation to triple count [50] 
Links are also presented in the diagram as directional edges when resources in one 
dataset are linked to resources in another dataset. Bidirectional links are present when 
links exist in both directions between datasets. The thickness of the line has a relation to 
the number of RDF links between the datasets as explained in Table 6-3. 
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Arrow Thickness Triple Count 
Thick > 100,000 
Medium 100,000 – 1,000 
Thin < 1,000 
Table 6-3 : LOD diagram line thickness in relation to triple count [50] 
The location of the datasets in the diagram reflects also the fact that datasets with a larger 
number of incoming links from external datasets will be displayed closer to the center of 
the diagram. In addition, the layout of the dataset nodes attempts to reduce the number of 
crossed edges. 
Figure 6-2 shows an alternative layout of the dataset nodes in the diagram. This version 
hosted at [51] applies a predefined colour scheme to further group the dataset nodes 
based on their application/domain. Figure 6-2 shows this diagram. In order to improve its 
readability, the legend indicating the different types of groups has been manually 




Figure 6-2 : Coloured groupings of LODC diagram 
The objective of this diagram is to group and colour code datasets from a similar domain 









7 Life sciences 
Table 6-4 : Group descriptions from LODC coloured diagram 
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As a result, the colour-coded graph visualization from Figure 6-2 attempts to meet the 
following three main criteria: 
1. Datasets with more incoming links are placed towards the center. 
2. Datasets are placed to reduce the number of overlapping links. 
3. Similar types of datasets are grouped together. 
These guide the layout of the actual diagram. The final step in creating this visualization 
is the neatly placing the datasets on the diagram with a manual hand-curated approach 
providing a well-organized looking shape.  
A final feature of this diagram when viewing it at [50] or the colour version at [51], a 
user is able to click on the individual nodes. By performing this action, the web browser 
loads the Datahub page for that particular dataset. This interactive feature allows users to 
view and explore more detailed information for each of these datasets. The disadvantage 
of this approach is however, that users have to deal with a context change in the data 
representation, when switching from the graphical notation to a complete new HTML 
view. Furthermore, no filtering or update mechanisms are provided for the graph 
visualization, making the information captured in the diagram static in nature. In 
addition, only limited information is provided with respect to the linking of the datasets 
(incoming/outgoing/bidirectional links) and no information about the availability or 




6.2.2 Datahub LOD Organization pages 
Datahub [14] can be considered as a representation of the Linking Open Data Project 
since it contains the registered information for each of the member datasets of the LOD 
Project. While the HTML pages contain all available information, the textual 
representation does not allow representing all datasets in a single view. In addition no 
grouping or filtering mechanism is available, as well as the interconnections and 
transitive dependencies among datasets are difficult to determine. 
6.2.3 Mondeca – SPARQL endpoint availability 
Mondeca Labs has developed an application which monitors the SPARQL endpoint 
availability of all publicly accessible SPARQL endpoints and is accessible online
10
 (at the 
time of writing the tool was not accessible, however it was accessible in January 2014) 
[45] [73].  
This tool verifies the availability of all publicly available SPARQL Endpoints referenced 
by CKAN. The availability of endpoints is determined by conducting the following tests 
on an hourly basis [45]: 
1) Checking the access to the server offering the SPARQL service over the HTTP 
protocol. 
2) The accessibility of the SPARQL service is tested with the following “ASK” 
query: 
ASK WHERE {?s ?p ?o.} 





3) Certain endpoints do not accept the “ASK” query, in those cases a “SELECT” 
query is then used: 
SELECT WHERE {?s ?p ?o}LIMIT 1 
If results are returned from these steps then the SPARQL endpoint is deemed as being 
available for that hourly period. This information is used to display the availability of the 
SPARQL endpoint over a period of the last 24 hours as well as for the last 7 days. A 
screenshot of the tool can be seen in Figure 6-3.  
 
Figure 6-3 : SPARQL Endpoint Status Example [46] 
Since this tool checks for the availability of all the public SPARQL endpoints registered 
on CKAN, also the datasets, which are members of the LOD Project are represented 
within this tool. LODNav uses a similar representation by offering the availability of the 
SPARQL endpoints within the visualization as described in Section 4.4. Mondeca’s 
Endpoint Availability application performs its checks on a more regular basis and offers 
more statistical information about the availability of the endpoint.  
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6.2.4 inkdroid – Linked Open Data Graph 
A website known as inkdroid offers a visualization of the Linking Open Data Project
11
 
[13]. This is a visualization which is built with Protovis, a JavaScript visualization library 
[49] [8]. This tool extracts data from the CKAN API (similar to LODNav) in order to 
populate data for the visualization. There is a colour scheme for the nodes on the graph 
reflecting their respective CKAN rating. Green is used to represent average ratings, while 
low averages are in red [35]. Further, a strong colour signifies many ratings, near-white 
colours represent few ratings, and white represents unrated datasets [35]. The number of 
triples located within the dataset of the node also plays a factor. Nodes containing more 
than 5,000,000 triples have their name presented next to the node [35]. There are links 
between the nodes but their significance is not explicitly stated. The links also do not 
have directional arrows to signify the direction of linking between the datasets. When a 
user clicks on a node within this visualization they are taken to the dataset’s page located 
on Datahub. Figure 6-4 provides an example of a visualization created by inkdroid. 






Figure 6-4 : inkdroid Linked Open Data Graph [35] 
This tool offers an overview of the Linking Open Data Project however, the nodes tend to 
be clumped into tightly packed groups. Furthermore, due to information overload, it is 
often difficult to effectively understand how datasets are actually linked together. The 
size of the nodes presumably signifies the number of triples within the dataset, which is 
something that LODNav does not visualize in its current form. The visualization not only 
also lacks the geographical information included with LODNav, but also LODNav’s 
detailed filtering mechanisms. 
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6.2.5 Linked Data Browsers 
Another approach for understanding Linked Data is by using a Linked Data Browser (LD 
Browser) [13]. A LD Browser has the general goal of allowing a user to traverse RDF 
links between resources and provide the user with information about the resources they 
encounter [7]. This type of navigation would be similar to how users can traverse HTML 
pages by following hypertext links [7]. Ultimately, a user of a LD browser should be able 
to traverse links between different Linked Data datasets. This type of navigation poses a 
number of opportunities and challenges for presenting useful aggregations of information 
by means of a user interface [7]. 
In [13] a distinction is made between LD Browsers that provide text-based user 
functionality and LD Browsers, which provide visual presentations of information. Some 
text based LD Browsers are; Dipper, Disco, Marbles, Piggy Bank, Sig.ma, URI Burner, 
and Zitgist DataViewer [13]. Some browsers with visualization capabilities include; 
DBpedia Mobile, Fenfire, IsaViz, LESS, OpenLink Data Explorer, RDF Gravity, 
RelFinder, and Tabulator [13]. 
These tools provide functionality, which is out of the scope of LODNav. LD Browsers 
provide functionality to navigate RDF links between the Web of Data as part of the 
LODC. These tools however lack the general abstraction of the LODC, capturing the 
linking of datasets. In contrast to LODNav, they also provide only limited grouping and 
filtering mechanisms to represent the LODC dataset information. 
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6.2.6 RDF Visualizations 
The LODC at its most fundamental underpinning is a distributed network of datasets 
based on RDF data. As a result, the LODC can be considered as a single RDF graph and 
visualizing the LODC is inherently a RDF visualization problem. 
RDF visualizations exist in a variety of different forms including; graphs, charts, 
dashboards, maps, etc., [42]. One of the main challenges when visualizing RDF data is 
the ability to cope with the sheer size of the information while still being able to provide 
a clear succinct overview of the information to a human user [26].  
Some approaches for displaying RDF information are based on the use of ontology 
editors, such as Protégé, OntoEdit, RDF Instance Creator (RIC), and TopBraid, to name a 
few [26]. These are text-based environments, which support the browsing and editing of 
RDF data [26]. This visualization is however limited in its scalability. With increasing 
RDF size it becomes increasingly difficult to present information in a manner which 
facilitates the comprehension and navigation of the data [26]. For this reason it is often 
advocated to use visual tools for the display and browsing of RDF data to maximize the 
effectiveness screen real-estate [26] [23]. Some tools which provide RDF graph 
visualizations are IsaViz, OntoRAMA, RDF Gravity, and Protégé plugins such as 
OntoViz or Jambalaya [26] [38]. Again, this approach has issues when the size of data 
increases and therefore resulting in an incomprehensible Great Big Graph (GBG) or, even 
more negatively, a Big Fat Graph (BFG) [38]. 
An alternative to presenting entire graphs of RDF data is the idea of displaying nodes on 
the graph to users in an iterative exploratory method [53] [23]. The idea is to only 
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visualize relevant/interesting/hot-spot portions of an RDF graph and allow the user to 
expand the graph only where they find appropriate [23] [53]. A challenge with these 
approaches is determining which portion of the graph to initially present to the user and 
understanding what type of information is actually useful for a specific user scenario [23] 
[53].  
In contrast, LODNav is not visualizing the actual RDF data at the instance level and 
instead treats the individual nodes of the LODC as black-box instances of nodes of RDF 
data. Although the actual RDF triples linking the datasets cannot be viewed, LODNav 
focuses on the visualization of the overall structure of the data. Furthermore, LODNav 
also allows visualizing multiple datasets and their interconnections, where as many of the 
existing RDF visualization approaches rather focus on individual datasets and their 
representation. 
6.3 Conclusions and Future Work 
With the adoption of Linked Data principles, a different way to publish and consume data 
using the internet has emerged. By publishing information in RDF format, relationships 
between data can be described with meaningful links and collections of RDF data are 
used to create machine-readable directed graphs of information. Linking similar concepts 
between datasets described in RDF data, allows for sharing, reusing, and extending 
information captured in individual datasets. Being at the core of creating a Web of Data, 
the most notable implementation of a structure of Linked Data is the LOD Project, which 
aims create a network of open datasets. At the time of writing 337 linked datasets are part 
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of the Linking Open Data Cloud, but there is little support in understanding how the 
datasets are connected. 
The research presented in this thesis describes LODNav – Linking Open Data Navigator 
– as a visualization tool for users to better understand how LODC datasets are 
interconnected. LODNav offers a novel visualization metaphor of the Linking Open Data 
Cloud by positioning member datasets on a global map based on their geographical 
location and displaying the links between datasets. This interactive visualization 
approach, aims to offer customizable views using different filtering and grouping options. 
LODNav further provides an interface for extracting RDF data describing the datasets 
and the relationships between them. 
By taking a look at each of the initial requirements we can see how the functionalities 
provided by LODNav provide a viable solution to each requirement. 
Requirement #1: Visualizing centres of expertise in Linking Open Data 
By placing datasets of the LODC as nodes on a geographic map where the datasets are 
located, we can see clusters emerge around geographic locations where multiple datasets 
are positioned. When multiple datasets are situated at a particular place we can infer that 
a centre of expertise is emerging at that location, and groups in that region can be a good 





Requirement #2: Displaying an overview of all the datasets of the LODC and their 
respective links 
All of the datasets are placed in a single view by placing them on a geographical map 
using the GoogleMaps API. This allows for a unique perspective and overview of the 
LODC datasets. 
Requirement #3: Filtering mechanisms to provide different views of the data held 
within the visualization 
A number of filtering options are provided to the user to filter which datasets are 
presented at a given time. These filtering options take into account the different statistical 
properties of the datasets and allow the user to configure the data presented depending on 
which properties they want to emphasize. 
Requirement #4: Exporting the data held within the LODC visualization 
LODNav provides an export feature which allows a user to extract information about the 
depicted LODC visualization. The extracted information is outputted in RDF format and 
describes how the LODC datasets are interlinked while providing some of the attributes 
of the datasets. This provides a user with the ability to reuse the information held within 
LODNav and gain more insights into the LODC. 
This thesis describes the architecture and core features of LODNav as well as several use 
cases are provided to illustrate the applicability of LODNav. As part of the future work 
different visualization metaphors can be explored, as well as user studies will be 
conducted to evaluate the applicability and usefulness of the tool. Automated discovering 
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and establishing links between datasets could be addressed as part of the future work. A 
possible approach which might be explored is the use of a social networking interface 
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A) SPARQL Endpoint availability over 24 hour period 
This provides the availability of all the LODC SPARQL Endpoints for the time period of 
2014-04-12 14:00 to 2014-04-13 14:00. 




Availability by hour 
0 2000-us-census-rdf 0% 000000000000000000000000 
1 aemet 100% 111111111111111111111111 
2 agrovoc-skos 0% 000000000000000000000000 
3 amsterdam-museum-as-edm-lod 0% 000000000000000000000000 
4 archiveshub-linkeddata 100% 111111111111111111111111 
5 austrian_ski_racers 100% 111111111111111111111111 
6 b3kat 100% 111111111111111111111111 
7 bbc-music 0% 000000000000000000000000 
8 bbc-programmes 0% 000000000000000000000000 




11 bfs-linked-data 100% 111111111111111111111111 
12 bibbase 0% 000000000000000000000000 
13 bible-ontology 0% 000000000000000000000000 
14 bio2rdf-affymetrix 100% 111111111111111111111111 
15 bio2rdf-cas 0% 000000000000000000000000 
16 bio2rdf-chebi 100% 111111111111111111111111 
17 bio2rdf-genbank 100% 111111111111111111111111 
18 bio2rdf-goa 100% 111111111111111111111111 
19 bio2rdf-hgnc 100% 111111111111111111111111 
20 bio2rdf-homologene 100% 111111111111111111111111 
21 bio2rdf-interpro 100% 111111111111111111111111 
22 bio2rdf-kegg-compound 0% 000000000000000000000000 
23 bio2rdf-kegg-drug 0% 000000000000000000000000 
24 bio2rdf-kegg-enzyme 0% 000000000000000000000000 
25 bio2rdf-kegg-glycan 0% 000000000000000000000000 
26 bio2rdf-kegg-pathway 100% 111111111111111111111111 
27 bio2rdf-kegg-reaction 0% 000000000000000000000000 
28 bio2rdf-mgi 100% 111111111111111111111111 
29 bio2rdf-ncbigene 0% 000000000000000000000000 
30 bio2rdf-obo 95% 111101111111111111111111 
31 bio2rdf-omim 100% 111111111111111111111111 
32 bio2rdf-pdb 100% 111111111111111111111111 
33 bio2rdf-pfam 100% 111111111111111111111111 
34 bio2rdf-prodom 100% 111111111111111111111111 
35 bio2rdf-prosite 100% 111111111111111111111111 
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36 bio2rdf-pubchem 0% 000000000000000000000000 
37 bio2rdf-pubmed 100% 111111111111111111111111 
38 bio2rdf-reactome 100% 111111111111111111111111 
39 bio2rdf-sgd 100% 111111111111111111111111 
40 bio2rdf-unists 0% 000000000000000000000000 
41 bluk-bnb 100% 111111111111111111111111 
42 brazilian-politicians 0% 000000000000000000000000 
43 bricklink 0% 000000000000000000000000 
44 british-museum-collection 0% 000000000000000000000000 
45 business-data-gov-uk 0% 000000000000000000000000 
46 calames 0% 000000000000000000000000 
47 chem2bio2rdf 0% 000000000000000000000000 
48 chronicling-america 0% 000000000000000000000000 
49 clean-energy-data-reegle 100% 111111111111111111111111 
50 colinda 0% 000000000000000000000000 
51 core 0% 000000000000000000000000 
52 cornetto 0% 000000000000000000000000 
53 courts-thesaurus 100% 111111111111111111111111 
54 data-bnf-fr 0% 000000000000000000000000 
55 data-cnr-it 100% 111111111111111111111111 
56 data-gov-ie 0% 000000000000000000000000 
57 data-gov-uk-time-intervals 0% 000000000000000000000000 
58 data-gov 0% 000000000000000000000000 
59 data-incubator-climb 0% 000000000000000000000000 
60 data-incubator-discogs 0% 000000000000000000000000 
61 data-incubator-metoffice 0% 000000000000000000000000 
62 data-incubator-moseley 0% 000000000000000000000000 
63 data-incubator-musicbrainz 0% 000000000000000000000000 
64 data-incubator-nasa 0% 000000000000000000000000 
65 data-incubator-our-airports 0% 000000000000000000000000 
66 data-incubator-pokedex 0% 000000000000000000000000 
67 data-incubator-smcjournals 0% 000000000000000000000000 
68 data-open-ac-uk 100% 111111111111111111111111 
69 datos-bcn-cl 62% 000000000111111111111111 
70 datos-bne-es 100% 111111111111111111111111 
71 dbpedia-el 100% 111111111111111111111111 
72 dbpedia-lite 0% 000000000000000000000000 
73 dbpedia-pt 100% 111111111111111111111111 
74 dbpedia 100% 111111111111111111111111 
75 dbtropes 0% 000000000000000000000000 
76 dbtune-artists-last-fm 0% 000000000000000000000000 
77 dbtune-audioscrobbler 0% 000000000000000000000000 
78 dbtune-classical 0% 000000000000000000000000 
79 dbtune-john-peel-sessions 0% 000000000000000000000000 
80 dbtune-magnatune 0% 000000000000000000000000 
81 dbtune-musicbrainz 83% 000011111111111111111111 
82 dbtune-myspace 0% 000000000000000000000000 
83 dcs-sheffield 0% 000000000000000000000000 
84 deutsche-biographie 0% 000000000000000000000000 
85 dewey_decimal_classification 100% 111111111111111111111111 
86 didactalia 0% 000000000000000000000000 
87 dnb-gemeinsame-normdatei 0% 000000000000000000000000 
88 ecco-tcp-linked-data 0% 000000000000000000000000 
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89 ecs 0% 000000000000000000000000 
90 educationalprograms_sisvu 100% 111111111111111111111111 
91 education-data-gov-uk 100% 111111111111111111111111 
92 eea 100% 111111111111111111111111 
93 enakting-co2emission 0% 000000000000000000000000 
94 enakting-crime 0% 000000000000000000000000 
95 enakting-energy 0% 000000000000000000000000 
96 enakting-mortality 0% 000000000000000000000000 
97 enakting-nhs 0% 000000000000000000000000 
98 enakting-population 0% 000000000000000000000000 




101 esd-standards 0% 000000000000000000000000 
102 eu-institutions 0% 000000000000000000000000 
103 eumida-linked-data 0% 000000000000000000000000 
104 eunis 100% 111111111111111111111111 
105 europeana-lod 0% 000000000000000000000000 
106 eurostat-rdf 0% 000000000000000000000000 
107 eutc-productions 0% 000000000000000000000000 
108 event-media 100% 111111111111111111111111 
109 fanhubz 0% 000000000000000000000000 
110 fao-geopolitical-ontology 0% 000000000000000000000000 
111 fao-linked-data 100% 111111111111111111111111 




114 finnish-municipalities 0% 000000000000000000000000 
115 fishes-of-texas 0% 000000000000000000000000 
116 flickr-wrappr 0% 000000000000000000000000 
117 freebase 0% 000000000000000000000000 
118 fu-berlin-cordis 0% 000000000000000000000000 
119 fu-berlin-dailymed 0% 000000000000000000000000 
120 fu-berlin-dblp 0% 000000000000000000000000 
121 fu-berlin-diseasome 0% 000000000000000000000000 
122 fu-berlin-drugbank 0% 000000000000000000000000 
123 fu-berlin-eures 0% 000000000000000000000000 
124 fu-berlin-eurostat 0% 000000000000000000000000 
125 fu-berlin-medicare 0% 000000000000000000000000 
126 fu-berlin-project-gutenberg 0% 000000000000000000000000 
127 fu-berlin-sider 0% 000000000000000000000000 




130 gemet 0% 000000000000000000000000 




133 geonames-semantic-web 0% 000000000000000000000000 
134 geospecies 0% 000000000000000000000000 
135 geowordnet 0% 000000000000000000000000 
136 german-labor-law-thesaurus 100% 111111111111111111111111 
137 gesis-thesoz 100% 111111111111111111111111 
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138 gnoss 0% 000000000000000000000000 




141 govtrack 0% 000000000000000000000000 
142 grrp 100% 111111111111111111111111 
143 hellenic-fire-brigade 0% 000000000000000000000000 




146 idreffr 0% 000000000000000000000000 
147 iserve 100% 111111111111111111111111 




150 jamendo-dbtune 100% 111111111111111111111111 
151 japan-radioactivity-stat 0% 000000000000000000000000 
152 john-goodwins-family-tree 0% 000000000000000000000000 
153 klappstuhlclub 0% 000000000000000000000000 
154 knoesis-linked-sensor-data 0% 000000000000000000000000 
155 l3s-dblp 100% 111111111111111111111111 
156 lcsh 0% 000000000000000000000000 
157 lexvo 0% 000000000000000000000000 
158 libris 0% 000000000000000000000000 
159 libver 0% 000000000000000000000000 
160 lichfield-spending 0% 000000000000000000000000 
161 lingvoj 0% 000000000000000000000000 
162 linked-crunchbase 0% 000000000000000000000000 
163 linkedct 0% 000000000000000000000000 
164 linked-edgar 0% 000000000000000000000000 
165 linked-eurostat 0% 000000000000000000000000 
166 linkedgeodata 100% 111111111111111111111111 
167 linkedlccn 0% 000000000000000000000000 
168 linkedmdb 95% 011111111111111111111111 
169 linked-open-data-of-ecology 100% 111111111111111111111111 
170 linked-open-numbers 0% 000000000000000000000000 
171 linked-open-vocabularies-lov 100% 111111111111111111111111 
172 linked-user-feedback 100% 111111111111111111111111 
173 lista-encabezamientos-materia 100% 111111111111111111111111 
174 lobid-organisations 95% 111101111111111111111111 
175 lobid-resources 95% 111101111111111111111111 
176 loc 0% 000000000000000000000000 
177 loius 0% 000000000000000000000000 
178 london-gazette 0% 000000000000000000000000 
179 los_metar 0% 000000000000000000000000 




182 marc-codes 0% 000000000000000000000000 
183 meducator 0% 000000000000000000000000 
184 morelab 95% 111110111111111111111111 
185 museums-in-italy 100% 111111111111111111111111 
186 my-experiment 0% 000000000000000000000000 
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189 nomenclator-asturias 0% 000000000000000000000000 




192 ntnusc 0% 000000000000000000000000 
193 nvd 0% 000000000000000000000000 
194 nytimes-linked-open-data 0% 000000000000000000000000 
195 oceandrilling-codices 79% 000001111111111111111111 
196 oceandrilling-janusamp 79% 000001111111111111111111 
197 oclc-fast 0% 000000000000000000000000 
198 oecd-linked-data 100% 111111111111111111111111 
199 ogolod 0% 000000000000000000000000 
200 ontos-news-portal 0% 000000000000000000000000 
201 opencalais 0% 000000000000000000000000 
202 opencorporates 0% 000000000000000000000000 
203 opencyc 0% 000000000000000000000000 
204 open-data-thesaurus 100% 111111111111111111111111 
205 open-election-data-project 0% 000000000000000000000000 
206 open-energy-info-wiki 100% 111111111111111111111111 
207 open-library 0% 000000000000000000000000 
208 openlylocal 0% 000000000000000000000000 
209 ordnance-survey-linked-data 0% 000000000000000000000000 
210 osm-semantic-network 100% 111111111111111111111111 
211 oxpoints 100% 111111111111111111111111 
212 patents-data-gov-uk 0% 000000000000000000000000 
213 pleiades 0% 000000000000000000000000 
214 pokepedia-fr 0% 000000000000000000000000 




217 productdb 0% 000000000000000000000000 
218 productontology 0% 000000000000000000000000 
219 pscs-catalogue 0% 000000000000000000000000 
220 psh-subject-headings 0% 000000000000000000000000 
221 radatana 0% 000000000000000000000000 
222 rdf-book-mashup 0% 000000000000000000000000 
223 rdfize-lastfm 0% 000000000000000000000000 
224 rdfohloh 0% 000000000000000000000000 
225 rechtspraak 0% 000000000000000000000000 
226 reference-data-gov-uk 100% 111111111111111111111111 
227 renewable_energy_generators 0% 000000000000000000000000 
228 research-data-gov-uk 0% 000000000000000000000000 
229 revyu 0% 000000000000000000000000 
230 riese 0% 000000000000000000000000 
231 rkb-explorer-acm 100% 111111111111111111111111 
232 rkb-explorer-budapest 100% 111111111111111111111111 
233 rkb-explorer-citeseer 100% 111111111111111111111111 
234 rkb-explorer-cordis 100% 111111111111111111111111 
235 rkb-explorer-courseware 100% 111111111111111111111111 
236 rkb-explorer-crime 100% 111111111111111111111111 
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237 rkb-explorer-curriculum 100% 111111111111111111111111 
238 rkb-explorer-darmstadt 100% 111111111111111111111111 
239 rkb-explorer-dblp 100% 111111111111111111111111 
240 rkb-explorer-deepblue 100% 111111111111111111111111 
241 rkb-explorer-deploy 100% 111111111111111111111111 
242 rkb-explorer-dotac 100% 111111111111111111111111 
243 rkb-explorer-ecs 0% 000000000000000000000000 
244 rkb-explorer-eprints 100% 111111111111111111111111 
245 rkb-explorer-era 100% 111111111111111111111111 
246 rkb-explorer-eurecom 100% 111111111111111111111111 
247 rkb-explorer-ft 100% 111111111111111111111111 
248 rkb-explorer-ibm 100% 111111111111111111111111 
249 rkb-explorer-ieee 100% 111111111111111111111111 
250 rkb-explorer-irit 100% 111111111111111111111111 
251 rkb-explorer-jisc 100% 111111111111111111111111 
252 rkb-explorer-kisti 100% 111111111111111111111111 
253 rkb-explorer-laas 100% 111111111111111111111111 
254 rkb-explorer-newcastle 100% 111111111111111111111111 
255 rkb-explorer-nsf 100% 111111111111111111111111 
256 rkb-explorer-oai 100% 111111111111111111111111 
257 rkb-explorer-os 100% 111111111111111111111111 
258 rkb-explorer-pisa 100% 111111111111111111111111 
259 rkb-explorer-rae2001 100% 111111111111111111111111 
260 rkb-explorer-resex 100% 111111111111111111111111 
261 rkb-explorer-risks 100% 111111111111111111111111 
262 rkb-explorer-roma 100% 111111111111111111111111 
263 rkb-explorer-southampton 100% 111111111111111111111111 
264 rkb-explorer-ulm 100% 111111111111111111111111 
265 rkb-explorer-unlocode 100% 111111111111111111111111 
266 rkb-explorer-wiki 100% 111111111111111111111111 
267 rkb-explorer-wordnet 100% 111111111111111111111111 
268 schemapedia 0% 000000000000000000000000 
269 scholarometer 0% 000000000000000000000000 
270 sears 0% 000000000000000000000000 
271 secold 0% 000000000000000000000000 
272 sec-rdfabout 0% 000000000000000000000000 
273 semantictweet 0% 000000000000000000000000 
274 semantic-web-dog-food 100% 111111111111111111111111 
275 semanticweb-org 0% 000000000000000000000000 
276 semantic-xbrl 0% 000000000000000000000000 
277 semsol-crunchbase 0% 000000000000000000000000 
278 slideshare2rdf 0% 000000000000000000000000 
279 smartlink 100% 111111111111111111111111 
280 socialsemweb-thesaurus 100% 111111111111111111111111 
281 southampton-ecs-eprints 0% 000000000000000000000000 
282 st-andrews-resource-lists 0% 000000000000000000000000 
283 statistics-data-gov-uk 100% 111111111111111111111111 
284 stitch-rameau 0% 000000000000000000000000 
285 stw-thesaurus-for-economics 0% 000000000000000000000000 
286 sudocfr 0% 000000000000000000000000 






289 sweto-dblp 0% 000000000000000000000000 
290 sztaki-lod 100% 111111111111111111111111 
291 t4gm-info 0% 000000000000000000000000 
292 tags2con-delicious 0% 000000000000000000000000 
293 talis-openlibrary 0% 000000000000000000000000 
294 taxonconcept 0% 000000000000000000000000 
295 tcmgenedit_dataset 0% 000000000000000000000000 
296 telegraphis 0% 000000000000000000000000 
297 temple-ov-thee-lemur-datasets 0% 000000000000000000000000 
298 thesaurus-w 0% 000000000000000000000000 
299 thesesfr 0% 000000000000000000000000 
300 the-view-from 0% 000000000000000000000000 
301 traffic-scotland 0% 000000000000000000000000 
302 transparency-linked-data 100% 111111111111111111111111 
303 transport-data-gov-uk 100% 111111111111111111111111 
304 twarql 0% 000000000000000000000000 
305 twc-ieeevis 100% 111111111111111111111111 
306 twc-logd 0% 000000000000000000000000 
307 uberblic 0% 000000000000000000000000 
308 ub-mannheim-linked-data 0% 000000000000000000000000 
309 uk-legislation-api 0% 000000000000000000000000 
310 uk-postcodes 0% 000000000000000000000000 
311 umbel 0% 000000000000000000000000 
312 uniprotkb 100% 111111111111111111111111 
313 uniprot-taxonomy 100% 111111111111111111111111 
314 uniprot-uniparc 100% 111111111111111111111111 
315 uniprot-unipathway 100% 111111111111111111111111 
316 uniprot 0% 000000000000000000000000 







320 uriburner 100% 111111111111111111111111 
321 viaf 0% 000000000000000000000000 
322 vivo-cornell-university 0% 000000000000000000000000 
323 vivo-indiana-university 0% 000000000000000000000000 
324 vivo-university-of-florida 0% 000000000000000000000000 
325 vu-wordnet 0% 000000000000000000000000 
326 w3c-wordnet 0% 000000000000000000000000 
327 webnmasunotraveler 100% 111111111111111111111111 
328 world-bank-linked-data 83% 000011111111111111111111 
329 world-factbook-fu-berlin 0% 000000000000000000000000 
330 yago 0% 000000000000000000000000 
331 yahoo_geoplanet 0% 000000000000000000000000 
332 yovisto 100% 111111111111111111111111 
333 zaragoza-turismo 100% 111111111111111111111111 
334 zbw-pressemappe20 0% 000000000000000000000000 
335 zhishi-me 0% 000000000000000000000000 
336 zitgist-musicbrainz 0% 000000000000000000000000 
Table 8-1 : SPARQL endpoint availability over 24 hours 
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B) Use Case #2: All datasets with an Active SPARQL endpoint 
# Dataset Codename Dataset Title 
1 aemet AEMET metereological dataset 
2 archiveshub-linkeddata Archives Hub Linked Data 
3 austrian_ski_racers Alpine Ski Racers of Austria 




6 bfs-linked-data Bundesamt für Statistik (BFS) - Swiss 
Federal Statistical Office (FSO) Linked 
Data 
7 bio2rdf-affymetrix Bio2RDF::Affymetrix 
8 bio2rdf-genbank Bio2RDF - GenBank 
9 bio2rdf-goa Bio2RDF::Gene Ontology Annotations 
10 bio2rdf-hgnc Bio2RDF::HGNC 
11 bio2rdf-homologene Bio2RDF::HomoloGene 
12 bio2rdf-interpro Bio2RDF::InterPro 
13 bio2rdf-kegg-pathway KEGG Pathway 
14 bio2rdf-mgi Mouse Genome Database (MGD) from Mouse 
Genome Informatics (MGI) 
15 bio2rdf-ncbigene Bio2RDF::NCBI Gene 
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16 bio2rdf-obo OBO 
17 bio2rdf-omim Bio2RDF::OMIM 
18 bio2rdf-pubmed PubMed 
19 bio2rdf-sgd Saccharomyces Genome Database 
20 bluk-bnb British National Bibliography (BNB) - 
Linked Open Data 
21 british-museum-collection British Museum Collection 
22 clean-energy-data-reegle Linked Clean Energy Data (reegle.info) 
23 courts-thesaurus Courts thesaurus 
24 data-cnr-it Open Data from the Italian National 
Research Council 
25 data-gov Data.gov 
26 data-open-ac-uk data.open.ac.u 
27 datos-bcn-cl Datos.bcn.cl 
28 datos-bne-es datos.bne.es 
29 dbpedia DBpedia 
30 dbpedia-el DBpedia in Greek 
31 dbpedia-pt DBpedia in Portuguese 
32 dbtune-musicbrainz DBTune.org Musicbrainz D2R Server 
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33 dewey_decimal_classification Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC) 
34 education-data-gov-uk education.data.gov.uk 
35 educationalprograms_sisvu Educational programs - SISVU 
36 eea European Environment Agency Published 
Products 




39 eunis European Nature Information System 
40 event-media EventMedia 
41 fao-linked-data Food and Agriculture Organization of the 
United Nations (FAO) Linked Data 
42 farmers-markets-geographic-data-
united-states 
Farmers Markets Geographic Data (United 
States) 
43 geolinkeddata GeoLinkedData 
44 geological-survey-of-austria-
thesaurus 
Geological Survey of Austria (GBA) - 
Thesaurus 
45 german-labor-law-thesaurus German labor law thesaurus 
46 gesis-thesoz TheSoz Thesaurus for the Social Sciences 
(GESIS) 
47 hellenic-police Hellenic Police 
48 hungarian-national-library-catalog Hungarian National Library (NSZL) catalog 
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49 iserve iServe: Linked Services Registry 
50 jamendo-dbtune DBTune.org Jamendo RDF Server 
51 l3s-dblp DBLP in RDF (L3S) 
52 linked-open-data-of-ecology Linked Open Data of Ecology 
53 linked-open-vocabularies-lov Linked Open Vocabularies (LOV) 
54 linked-user-feedback Linked User Feedback 
55 linkedmdb Linked Movie DataBase 
56 lista-encabezamientos-materia Lista de  Encabezamientos de Materia as 
Linked Open Data 
57 lobid-organisations lobid. Index of libraries and related 
organisations 
58 lobid-resources lobid. Bibliographic Resources 
59 morelab morelab 
60 nomenclator-asturias Nomenclator Asturias 
61 oecd-linked-data Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 
Development (OECD) Linked Data 
62 open-data-thesaurus Open Data Thesaurus 
63 open-energy-info-wiki OpenEI - Open Energy Info 
64 osm-semantic-network OSM Semantic Network 
65 oxpoints OxPoints (University of Oxford) 
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66 pscs-catalogue Product Scheme Classifications Catalogue 
67 reference-data-gov-uk reference.data.gov.uk 
68 revyu Revyu.com - Review Anything 
69 rkb-explorer-acm Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) 
(RKBExplorer) 
70 rkb-explorer-budapest Budapest University of Technology and 
Economics (RKBExplorer) 
71 rkb-explorer-citeseer CiteSeer (Research Index) (RKBExplorer) 
72 rkb-explorer-cordis Community R&D Information Service (CORDIS) 
(RKBExplorer) 
73 rkb-explorer-courseware Resilient Computing Courseware 
(RKBExplorer) 
74 rkb-explorer-crime Street level crime reports for England and 
Wales 
75 rkb-explorer-curriculum ReSIST MSc in Resilient Computing 
Curriculum (RKBExplorer) 
76 rkb-explorer-darmstadt Technische Universität Darmstadt 
(RKBExplorer) 
77 rkb-explorer-dblp DBLP Computer Science Bibliography 
(RKBExplorer) 
78 rkb-explorer-deepblue Deep Blue (RKBExplorer) 
79 rkb-explorer-deploy DEPLOY (RKBExplorer) 
80 rkb-explorer-dotac dotAC (RKBExplorer) 




82 rkb-explorer-era ERA - Australian Research Council 
publication ratings (RKBExplorer) 
83 rkb-explorer-eurecom Institut Eurécom (RKBExplorer) 
84 rkb-explorer-ft France Telecom Recherche et Développement 
(RKBExplorer) 
85 rkb-explorer-ibm IBM Research GmbH (RKBExplorer) 
86 rkb-explorer-ieee IEEE Papers (RKBExplorer) 
87 rkb-explorer-irit Université Paul Sabatier - Toulouse 3 (RKB 
Explorer) 
88 rkb-explorer-jisc UK JISC (RKBExplorer) 
89 rkb-explorer-kisti Korean Institute of Science Technology and 
Information (RKBExplorer) 
90 rkb-explorer-laas LAAS-CNRS (RKBExplorer) 
91 rkb-explorer-newcastle University of Newcastle upon Tyne 
(RKBExplorer) 
92 rkb-explorer-nsf National Science Foundation (RKBExplorer) 
93 rkb-explorer-oai Open Archive Initiative Harvest over OAI-
PMH (RKBExplorer) 
94 rkb-explorer-os Ordnance Survey (RKBExplorer) 
95 rkb-explorer-pisa Università di Pisa (RKBExplorer) 




97 rkb-explorer-resex ReSIST Resilience Mechanisms 
(RKBExplorer.com) 
98 rkb-explorer-risks RISKS Digest (RKBExplorer) 
99 rkb-explorer-roma Università degli studi di Roma "La 
Sapienza" (RKBExplorer) 
100 rkb-explorer-southampton School of Electronics and Computer Scienc 
101 rkb-explorer-ulm Universität Ulm (RKBExplorer) 
102 rkb-explorer-unlocode UN/LOCODE (RKBExplorer) 
103 rkb-explorer-wiki ReSIST Project Wiki (RKBExplorer) 
104 rkb-explorer-wordnet WordNet (RKBExplorer) 
105 semantic-web-dog-food Semantic Web Dog Food Corpus 
106 smartlink SmartLink: Linked Services Non-Functional 
Properties 
107 socialsemweb-thesaurus Social Semantic Web Thesaurus 
108 statistics-data-gov-uk statistics.data.gov.uk 
109 sztaki-lod National Digital Data Archive of Hungary 
(partial) 
110 transparency-linked-data Transparency International Linked Data 
111 transport-data-gov-uk transport.data.gov.uk 
112 twc-ieeevis IEEE VIS Source Data 
113 uriburner URIBurner 
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114 webnmasunotraveler El Viajero's tourism dataset 
115 world-bank-linked-data World Bank Linked Data 
116 yovisto Yovisto - academic video search 
117 zaragoza-turismo Turismo de Zaragoza 















C) Use Case #3: All Active endpoints linked to DBpedia 
# Dataset Codename Dataset Title 
 
1 aemet AEMET metereological dataset 




4 bfs-linked-data Bundesamt für Statistik (BFS) - Swiss Federal 
Statistical Office (FSO) Linked Data 
5 clean-energy-data-reegle Linked Clean Energy Data (reegle.info) 
6 courts-thesaurus Courts thesaurus 
7 data-cnr-it Open Data from the Italian National Research 
Council 
8 datos-bcn-cl Datos.bcn.cl 
9 datos-bne-es datos.bne.es 
10 dbpedia DBpedia 
11 dbpedia-el DBpedia in Greek 
12 dbpedia-pt DBpedia in Portuguese 
13 dbtune-musicbrainz DBTune.org Musicbrainz D2R Server 
14 education-data-gov-uk education.data.gov.uk 




17 eunis European Nature Information System 
18 event-media EventMedia 
19 fao-linked-data Food and Agriculture Organization of the United 
Nations (FAO) Linked Data 
20 farmers-markets-geographic-
data-united-states 
Farmers Markets Geographic Data (United States) 
21 geolinkeddata GeoLinkedData 
22 geological-survey-of-austria-
thesaurus 
Geological Survey of Austria (GBA) - Thesaurus 
23 german-labor-law-thesaurus German labor law thesaurus 




25 hellenic-police Hellenic Police 
26 hungarian-national-library-
catalog 
Hungarian National Library (NSZL) catalog 
27 linked-open-data-of-ecology Linked Open Data of Ecology 
28 linkedmdb Linked Movie DataBase 
29 lobid-organisations lobid. Index of libraries and related 
organisations 
30 lobid-resources lobid. Bibliographic Resources 
31 morelab morelab 
32 nomenclator-asturias Nomenclator Asturias 
33 oecd-linked-data Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 
Development (OECD) Linked Data 
34 open-data-thesaurus Open Data Thesaurus 
35 open-energy-info-wiki OpenEI - Open Energy Info 
36 reference-data-gov-uk reference.data.gov.uk 
37 revyu Revyu.com - Review Anything 
38 rkb-explorer-acm Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) 
(RKBExplorer) 
39 rkb-explorer-citeseer CiteSeer (Research Index) (RKBExplorer) 
40 rkb-explorer-cordis Community R&D Information Service (CORDIS) 
(RKBExplorer) 
41 rkb-explorer-courseware Resilient Computing Courseware (RKBExplorer) 
42 rkb-explorer-dblp DBLP Computer Science Bibliography 
(RKBExplorer) 
43 rkb-explorer-era ERA - Australian Research Council publication 
ratings (RKBExplorer) 
44 rkb-explorer-nsf National Science Foundation (RKBExplorer) 
45 rkb-explorer-os Ordnance Survey (RKBExplorer) 
46 rkb-explorer-rae2001 Research Assessment Exercise 2001 (RKBExplorer) 
47 rkb-explorer-resex ReSIST Resilience Mechanisms (RKBExplorer.com) 
48 rkb-explorer-southampton School of Electronics and Computer Scienc 
49 rkb-explorer-unlocode UN/LOCODE (RKBExplorer) 
50 rkb-explorer-wiki ReSIST Project Wiki (RKBExplorer) 
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51 rkb-explorer-wordnet WordNet (RKBExplorer) 
52 socialsemweb-thesaurus Social Semantic Web Thesaurus 
53 sztaki-lod National Digital Data Archive of Hungary 
(partial) 
54 transparency-linked-data Transparency International Linked Data 
55 transport-data-gov-uk transport.data.gov.uk 
56 twc-ieeevis IEEE VIS Source Data 
57 uriburner URIBurner 
58 webnmasunotraveler El Viajero's tourism dataset 
59 world-bank-linked-data World Bank Linked Data 
60 yovisto Yovisto - academic video search 
61 zaragoza-turismo Turismo de Zaragoza 












D) Complete list of groups registered with the LODC 























































E) Results for inspecting the location of 68 datasets  
# ID Dataset codename Dataset URL Correct 
Location in 
LODNav 
1 1 aemet http://aemet.linkeddata.es/ TRUE 
2 23 bio2rdf-kegg-drug http://dr.bio2rdf.org FALSE 
3 24 bio2rdf-kegg-enzyme http://ec.bio2rdf.org FALSE 
4 25 bio2rdf-kegg-glycan http://gl.bio2rdf.org TRUE 
5 27 bio2rdf-kegg-reaction http://rn.rkbexplorer.com/ TRUE 
6 29 bio2rdf-ncbigene http://geneid.bio2rdf.org TRUE 
7 41 bluk-bnb http://bnb.data.bl.uk TRUE 
8 42 brazilian-politicians http://www.ligadonospoliticos.com.
br 
TRUE 
9 61 data-incubator-metoffice http://metoffice.dataincubator.org FALSE 
10 62 data-incubator-moseley http://moseley.dataincubator.org/ FALSE 
11 68 data-open-ac-uk http://data.open.ac.uk/ TRUE 
12 72 dbpedia-el http://wiki.el.dbpedia.org TRUE 
13 73 dbpedia-lite http://dbpedialite.org/ TRUE 
14 77 dbtune-audioscrobbler http://dbtune.org/last-fm/ TRUE 
15 79 dbtune-john-peel-sessions http://dbtune.org/bbc/peel/ TRUE 
16 86 didactalia http://didactalia.net TRUE 
17 91 educationalprograms_sisvu http://education.data.gov.uk/ FALSE 






20 106 eurostat-rdf http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/ramon
/rdfdata/ 
TRUE 
21 108 event-media http://eventmedia.eurecom.fr/ TRUE 
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22 109 fanhubz http://fanhu.bz Can't tell 
23 121 fu-berlin-diseasome http://www4.wiwiss.fu-
berlin.de/diseasome/ 
TRUE 
24 133 geonames-semantic-web http://www.geonames.org/ontology/ Can't tell 
25 135 geowordnet http://geowordnet.semanticmatching
.org/ 
FALSE 
26 137 gesis-thesoz http://lod.gesis.org/thesoz/ Can't tell 
27 138 gnoss http://gnoss.com/en/home TRUE 
28 150 jamendo-dbtune http://dbtune.org/jamendo/ FALSE 
29 153 klappstuhlclub http://klappstuhlclub.de FALSE 
30 155 l3s-dblp http://dblp.l3s.de/d2r/ TRUE 
31 156 lcsh http://id.loc.gov/authorities/ TRUE 
32 168 linked-user-feedback http://linkedmdb.org/ TRUE 
33 170 linkedgeodata http://km.aifb.kit.edu/projects/nu
mbers/ 
TRUE 






36 175 lobid-resources http://lobid.org/resource Can't tell 
37 176 loc http://linkedopencolors.appspot.co
m/ 
Can't tell 




39 186 my-experiment http://www.myexperiment.org TRUE 
40 195 oceandrilling-codices http://data.oceandrilling.org/codi
ces/ 
FALSE 
41 202 open-election-data-project http://opencorporates.com/ TRUE 




43 218 productontology http://www.productontology.org FALSE 
44 220 psh-subject-headings http://psh.ntkcz.cz/skos/home/html
/en 
Can't tell 
45 222 rdf-book-mashup http://www4.wiwiss.fu-
berlin.de/bizer/bookmashup/ 
TRUE 
46 225 rechtspraak http://www.best-project.nl Can't tell 
47 231 rkb-explorer-acm http://acm.rkbexplorer.com/ TRUE 
48 232 rkb-explorer-budapest http://budapest.rkbexplorer.com/ TRUE 
49 239 rkb-explorer-dblp http://dblp.rkbexplorer.com TRUE 
50 244 rkb-explorer-eprints http://eprints.rkbexplorer.com/ TRUE 
51 254 rkb-explorer-newcastle http://newcastle.rkbexplorer.com TRUE 
52 256 rkb-explorer-oai http://oai.rkbexplorer.com TRUE 
53 257 rkb-explorer-os http://os.rkbexplorer.com TRUE 
54 266 rkb-explorer-wiki http://wiki.rkbexplorer.com TRUE 
55 267 rkb-explorer-wordnet http://wordnet.rkbexplorer.com TRUE 
56 272 secold http://www.rdfabout.com/demo/sec/ FALSE 




59 304 twarql http://wiki.knoesis.org/index.php/
Twarql 
TRUE 
60 305 twc-ieeevis http://ieeevis.tw.rpi.edu Can't tell 
61 311 umbel http://umbel.org Can't tell 
62 320 uriburner http://uriburner.com/ Can't tell 
63 321 viaf http://viaf.org/viaf/data/ TRUE 
64 323 vivo-indiana-university http://vivo.iu.edu TRUE 
65 324 vivo-university-of-florida http://vivo.ufl.edu FALSE 
66 328 world-bank-linked-data http://worldbank.270a.info/ TRUE 




68 332 yovisto http://www.yovisto.com/ontology/ Can't tell 
Table 8-5 : Location Inspection Results 
 
 
